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CHAPTER I 
STATEHENT OF PROBLEM AND SUNJviAli.Y OF F.ESEAROH 
CHAPTER I 
STATEt-lENT OF PROBI.F.M AND SUlvll-1A.RY OF RESEARCH 
Statement Q! the Problem 
THe purpose of this study is to compare the vocab-
ularies of four music books of second grade level with 
the vocabularies of three basal reading series, from 
the preprimer through the second reader. The books to 
be analyzed will be the following: ·· 
A. Music Books 
1. The American Singer, Book 21 
2. New Music Horizons, S~cond Book2 
3. OUr Songs3 
4. Singing Oii Our l'fay4 
1. John W. Beattie and others, The American Si~er, 
~ g, American Book Company, -New York, 19 , 
190 pp • . 
2. Osbourne lvicConathy and others, New ~fusic Horizons, 
Second ~~ Silver Burdett Company~ New York, 1944, 
140 pp. 
3. Theresa Armitage and others, OUr So~s, C. C. Bir-
chard and Company, Boston, 1939, 17 pp. 
4. Lilla Belle Pitts and others, Singing On Our Way, 
Ginn and Company, Boston, 1949, 176 pp. 
B~ Basal Readers 
r. Betts Basic Readers1 
Prep rimers 
Primer 
First Reader 
Ride Away 
Time to . Play 
All in a Day 
Up the Street and Down 
Around Green Hills 
Second Readers Do~m Singing River 
OVer a. City Bridge 
2. The Ginn Basic Readers2 
Prep rimers 
Primer 
First Reader 
~zy Little Red Story Book 
].iy Little Green Story Boo 
My Little Blue Story Book 
The Little \ihite House 
On Cherry Street 
Second Readers We Are Neighbors 
Around The Corner 
1. Emmett A. Betts and Carolyn M. Welch, Betts Basic 
Readers, The Language Arts Series, American Book 
Company, New York, 1948. 
2. ·. David H. Russell and others, The Ginn Basic Readers, 
~.~ Ginn and Company, Boston, 19~ 
3· Curriculum Foundation Series1 
Prep rimers V'le Look and See 
We Work and Play 
'\"le Come and Go 
Primer Fun With Dick and Jane 
First Reader Our New Friends 
Second Readers Friends and Neighbors 
More Friends and Neighbors 
The spec1£ic problems are to determine: 
1. The percentage of words common to the 
music books and the basal readers. 
2. The percentage of '\'lOrds in the basal 
readers not included in the music books. 
3· The percentage of words in the music books 
not included in the basal readers. 
4. The percentage of words co~mon to the 
music books. 
1 .. William -S. Gray and Lillian Gray, Curriculum Founda-
tion Series, Scott, Foresman and Company, Chicago, 
1941. - ---
Definition of Terms 
Basal Reader:1 ''A textbook, usually part of a 
-graded series, used for instruction in reading; there 
are four types: literary, story, factual, and learn-
to-study". 
1. Carter V. Good, Dictionary of Education, McGraw-
Hill Book Company, Inc., New York, 1945, p. 329. 
General Problem of Vocabulary 
l~ny exhaustive and painstaking studies have been 
made of the vocabulary of reading material provided in 
the various fields. According to Gray and Holmes1 
most of these studies were made to determine the number 
and frequency of the words used. Knowlton2 says that 
the tendency in recent decades has been to teach fewer 
and more carefully chosen words, more gradually and 
more explicitly. The total number of \'lOrds taught 
varies '\'ridely, especially in the primary grades, and 
there is a great variance of opinion concerning the 
optimum number of ne\..r \'fords to be taught in a given 
period. 
Thorndike3 has recorded the frequencies found in 
over 10,000,000 running words and has listed the 20,000 
words most. frequently found in English reading material. 
The list was compiled from a survey of literature for 
1 • . ~~. S • . Gray and Eleanor Holmes, 11 The Development of 
Meaning Vocabularies in Reading~, University of 
Chica~o, No. 6,Chicago, Illinois, February, 193b, 
p. 10 -llo:-
2 .• . Philip A. Y.nowl ton, "Recent Trends in the Improvement 
of Basic Reading I..fu.terials 11 , Conference .Q!! Reading, 
Educational Monograph No. §2, The University of 
Chicago Press, Chicago, Illinois, October, 1945, p. 9 • 
3. E. L. Thorndike, A Teacher's vlord Book of 20,000 l'forde, 
Bureau _of Publications, Teachers College; Columbia 
University, Ne'\'r Yorlc, 1921, 134 pp. 
5 
children, classics, textbooks, magazines, correspon-
dence, newspapers, and a wide assortment of reference 
and technical books. 
In 1925 Horn1 assembled and published a list of 
1,082 words from a total of 5,000 different words taken 
from the speech of children up to and including six 
years of age. 
The Kindergarten Union List2 is a compilation of 
2.500 words selected for high frequency of occurrence 
in a list of 7, 000 different \'TOrds, tabula ted from the 
spol\:en vocabulary of pre-school children in kinder-
garten situations, reactions to pictures, and conver-
sation in the home. 
Gates 13 reading vocabulary for the primary gr~des 
is based on a study of Thorndike's commonest 2,500 
\·tords, Packer's vocabulary of ten first readers, and 
1. Ernest Horn, 11 The Commonest tvords in Spoken Vocabu-
lar~ of Children Up to and Including Six Years of 
Age', Twenty-Fourth Yearbook of the National Society 
for_the StudY- 9f Education, Part 1, Public School 
Publishing Co-. ·, Bloomington, Illinois, 1925, 
p. 185-198. 
2. International Kindergarten Union Child Study Commit-
tee, A Study of the Vocabulary of Children before 
Entering the First Grade, The Union, Baltimore, 
1928, -36 pp ~ . 
3. A. I. Gates, ~Reading Vocabulary f2£ the Primary 
Grades, Burea~ of Publications, Teachers College, 
Columbia University, New York, 1920, 27 pp. 
Horn's list. Gates listed a 1,500 word vocabulary 
considered basic for children's reading, as selected 
from 4,300 words most frequently found. The words are 
listed in order of importance. 
A graded list of 19,000 words, based upon a free 
association study and on other relevant studies of 
speaking, "rri ting and reading vocabularies, was com-
piled by Bucldngham and Dolch. 1 
T~e Rinsland List2 is based on the frequency of 
writ ten use of \'rords, grade by grade, of many children 
from all sections of t he country. In 1938 Rinsland3 
started a count of the meanings in the contextual 
a et tings of the 1-1ri tinge of children. 
In a comparison of t he Dale, Dolch, and Rinsland 
word lists, Hildreth; used the Dale list of 769 easy 
1-~ B. R. Buckingham and E. 1tl. Dolch, A Combined Word 
List, Ginn and Company, Boston, 1936, 185 pp.----
2. Henry D. Rinsland, ~ Basic Vocabulary for Elementary 
School .Children, The Ivlacmillan Company, New York, 
1945' 63b pp. . 
3. Henry D. Rinsland, "¥lord !-leanings in Children's 
Vlritings", Elementary English, 28, April, 1951, 
p. 221-225. 
4. G-ertrude Hildreth, "A Comparis-on of the Dale, Dolch 
and Rinsland 1·1ord Lists", Journal of Educational 
Psychology, 39, January, 1948, p. 40-46. 
"tlords, the Dolch list of 220 common words in children's 
oral and reading vocabulary, and a selection of 256 
words having a frequency of 3,000 or over .for childrens' 
writings from the Rinsland list. Hildreth's survey 
discloses a large amount of overlap, but also many 
differences due to the nature of the lists and the way 
in 'l.vhich the \'lOrds were selected. 156 words ".·rere 
found to be common to all three lists. 
1 2 Uhl and Hildreth agree on the basic significance 
of an adequate vocabulary in the primary grades. OVer-
loading of the vocabulary in the first boolc may result 
in exceeding the child's acquisitive capacity. The 
early primer books were characterized by an excessive 
vocabulary burden. In the modern reading series the 
current tendency is to introduce gradually a controlled 
vocabulary, with frequent repititions. 
Handlan3 states that growth in the vocabulary 
1. Willis L. Uhl, 11 The -l'-laterials of Reading, A Second 
Report", Thirty~sixth Yearbook of t he National 
Society for the Study of Education, Part 1, Public 
School Publishing Company, Bloomington, Illinois, 
1937, -P. 207-254. . 
2. Gertrude Hildreth, "All in Favor of a Lovr Vocabulary11 . 
Elementary School Journal, 43, April, 1943, p. 462-47ID. 
3. Bertha Handlan, 11 Vocabulary Development", Elementary 
English Revie\'T, 23, December, 1946, p. )50-357. 
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coincides with growth in experience. Seegers1 agrees 
with this and he writes that: "The point is that con-
crete experiences develop vocabulary, and i'lhether i'IOrds 
are on a list or not has little bearing upon t he think-
ing of children whose experience goes beyond t he lists". 
A study of the backgrounds of kindergarten chi~dre 
2 by Hilliard and Troxell clearly disclosed the strong 
influence of environmental factors on t heir ability 
to attack and absorb the meaning of the printed page. 
Some educators and psychologists believe that the 
vocabulary in reading primers is being restricted too 
much. Hildreth3says: 
11 Textboolt committee are frankly skeptical. of 
the restricted vocabulary in primary grade 
bool~s, partly because it represents a compar-
atively new trend and partly because there 
have been fei'l reports of scientific research 
on its validity. To reduce the vocabulary 
drastically appears to the la~~an to represent 
a loi'tering of standards. 11 
1. J. Conrad Seegers, 11Recent Research in Vocabulary 
Development", Elementary English Reviei'i, 23, 
February, 1946, p. 61- 66. 
2. C. H. Hilliard and Eleanor Troxell, 11 Informational 
Background as a Factor in Reading Readiness and 
Reading Progress 11 , Elementary School Journal, 38 , 
December, 1937, p. 255-263. 
3. Gertrude Hildreth, 11All in Favor of a Lovt Vocabulary11 
Elementary School Journal, 43, April, 1943, p. 462. 
Yoakum1 feels that by restricting the vocabulary 
in first grade readers, the average and fast learners 
may be retarded in their growth in reading , rather 
than increased in ability. Boney2 believes that 
material at various levels of difficulty should be 
made available to accommodate individual differences 
in vocabulary. 
Stone3 states that the total number of different 
words appearing in the reading textbooks utilized in 
the first three grades of a particular school should 
be in the neighborhood of 3,000. 
Research by the psychology department of North-
western University under the direction of Robert Sea-
shore4 revealed that, in the area surveyed, children's 
knowledge and use of words is greater than previously 
supposed. The average classroom reader introduces 
1. Gerald A. Yoakum, 11An Ounce of Prevention in Read-
ing", Journal of Educational Research, 36, October, 
1943, p. 100-109. 
2. C. Deitlitt Boney, 11 Basic Readers", Elementary English 
Review, 15, April, 1938, p. 133..,.137. 
3. Clarence R. Stone, "A Reply to 'All in Favor of a 
Lov; Vocabulary 111 , Elementary School Journal, 44, 
September, 1943, p. 41-44. 
4. "A Ne1'1' Light on Children 1 s Vocabularies'', 
School and Society, 66, August, 1947, p. 163-164. 
about 500 ne,., words a year, while the Seashore report 
indicates that the average child acquires approximately 
5, 000 ne\'r basic and deri va ti ve i'rords annually. Seashore1 
also says that the child on entering school knows 
17, 000 basic \'rords and 7, 000 derivatives, and that the 
average child of 3rade t\'l'O knovrs orally 22,000 basic 
and 12,000 derivative words. 
Seegers2 points out that the reading recognition 
vocabulary lags behing t h e development of auditory 
recognition in t he first grade, when children are just 
learning to read. The discrepancy between auditory 
and reading recognition of 110rds decreases quite rapid-
ly during these early grade school years, even though 
the formal reading programs limit the number of new 
vrords presented each year. 
Dolch3 is inclined to doubt the general applica-
bility of Seashore's findings, since such results 
1. Robert H. Seashore, 11 The Imr.ortance of Vocabulary 
in Learning Language ~ Skills', Elementary English, 
25, ~~rch, 1948, p. 137-152. 
2. J. C. Seegers and R. H. Seashore, "How Large are 
Children's Vocabularies?", Elementary English, 26, 
April, 1949, p. 181-194 .. ~ 
3. E. Vl. Dolch and R. H. Seashore, uDiscussion: 
Implications of the Seashore Vocabulary Rel::>ort", 
Elementary English, 26, November, 1949 , p. 407~413. 
would require a child to acquire an average of ten 
\vords a day from age one. Such a rate of progress 
appears to be out of consonance with other generally 
accepted observations. 
Basal Reader Vocabulary 
The origin of reading1 can be traced back to 
primitive man, who used p icture symbols for means of 
communication. The gradual transition from ideographs 
to alphabets covered a vast period, not even yet 
concluded. In the early 16th century the Protestant 
2 
revolts, coincident vTi th development of the printing 
press and widening knowledge of paper making, profound-
ly influenced the future of education. Prior to that 
time, reading -vras largely an ecclesiastic monopoly, 
and the layman3 who could read was exceptional. Propa-
gation of such doctrines as those of Luther and Calvin 
made it necessary that everyone be able to read the 
1. Nila B . . Smith, A Historical Analysis of American 
Reading Instruction, Silver Burdett and Company, 
Boston, 1934, p. 3-5. 
2. Ellwood R. Cubber1y, ~Brief History of Education, 
Houghton-1Uff1in Company, Boston, 1922, p. 165. 
3. Grace E. Storm and Ni1a B. Smith, Reading Activities 
in the Primary Grades, Ginn and Company, Boston, 
1930, p.7. 
, 2 
word of God, and soon the Bible and Catechism were 
translated into the vernacular. In such movements, 
and to meet the needs of expanding commerce, the long 
struggle toward universal educat~on had its origins. 
In 16421 in !l{a.ssachusetts it was ordered that all 
ch ildren be taught to read, and this \'Tas foll01·1ed in 
16472 by a law establish ing schools and providing for 
the employment of teachers. These were initial acts 
leading to the development of tne American public 
school system. 
The basic books used in early American schools, 
such as the Hornbook, Primer, and An Alphabet of Lesson 
for Youth, .were essentially religious in content. Noah 
\vebster 'a Blue Black Speller, issued in 1783, contained 
more secular material and .fevrer religious references. 
The period following the Revolution brought a change 
in t he subject matter of reading books, as the authors 
began to include more real i stic material and nature 
stories in their writi ngs. During the nineteenth 
century a system of grading schools and texts wa s de-
veloped. The McGuffey Rea der s , .. rere t he first to be 
graded by actual testing in classrooms. A series of 
1.. Cubberly, op . cit., (p. 194) 
2. Cubberly, op. cit., (p. 195) 
books "''Tas usually graded from primer to eighth reader, 
until 1925, when the number of books in a series began 
to be decreased, by eliminati ng some of the hi gher 
grades. 1 
As previously stated, t h e vocabulary of basa l 
readers varies from s eries to seri es. ~~ny studies 
have been made of the vocabulary content of texts used 
in t he schools. In 1934 Gross2 tabula ted t he i·rords 
of ten preprimers publish ed between 1927 and 1932. 
There was a total of 8,831 words in t h e ten books. 
Of these, 393 were different words, and 238 of t hem 
appeared four or more times in the total count. 
Ha~iard and Ordwa y3 made a study of fifteen pre-
primers published from 1933 to 1936 and found 350 dif-
ferent words. Only t hree words appeared in all fifteen 
books, and eighteen app eared in ten or more of the 
primers analyzed. 
1. Storm and Smith, op.cit., (p. 12-15) 
2. A. E. Gross, ''A Pre-Primer Vocabulary Study'', El~en­
tary School Journal, 35, September, 1934, p. 48-~. 
3. G. W. HaYi>~ard and N. M. Ordi'iaiv., "Vocabularies of 
Recently Publish ed Preprimers', Elementary School 
Journal, 37, April, 1937, p. 608-617. 
Rudise111 , in 1938, analyzed twenty-six preprimers 
and seventeen primers. The total number of words in 
the preprimers varied from 36 to 249 , and from 200 to 
429 in t he primers. 
2 In a study by Curtis , a total of' 11,914 running 
words was counted in twelve preprimers, but only 241 
were diff erent words. A core vocabulary 't'Tas made of 
the 72 words which appeared 9.047 times. 
Langsto~3 analyzed ten preprimer programs, or 
twelve prep rimer books, published bet'\veen 1931 and 
1941, and not included in t he Gross or Curtis studies. 
The r unning words totaled 10,749, with 306 different 
'\vords. 
Stone4 studied twenty preprimers and f ound t hat 
no word was common to all twenty. Of t he 359 diff er ent 
words, 186 appeared in only one book, 54 in two books, 
1. M. Rudisell, " s election of Preprimers and Primers -
A Vocabulary Analysis, I 11 , Elementary School Journal, 
38, ~~y, 1938 , p. 683-69~. 
2. H~. M. Curtis, " ~'lide Reading for Beginners", Journal 
of Educational -Research, 32, December, 1938 , p. 255-
2"05. .. - . 
3· R. G. Langston, "Core Vocabulary for Prepr1mer Read-
ing", Elementary .School Journal, 49 , June, 1941, 
p. 766-773. 
'" 5 
4. Clarence R. Stone, "The Vocabulary of' Tv-1enty Pre-
primers", Elementary School Journal, 49 , February, 
1941, p. 423-429. 
======================================~======== 
and 29 in three books. The study sho1·1ed a wide range 
of vocabulary in the books analyzed. 
In 1950 Gentry1 made a comprehensive breakdO\tn 
of sixty-six preprimers published since 1930. Of. the 
600 different words, 250 appea~ed in 3 or more pre-
primers. 
2 Selke and Selke , in one of the earliest investi-
ga tions of primers, reported a \'Tide range in vocabu-
lary in the t\'lelve books analyzed. The vocabulary 
varied f'om 157 to 630 \'I'Ords in one books. There l'rere 
636 different words, with 38 common to all tv1elve 
primers. 
In the analysis of three primers by Rankin3 in 
1921, the results show·ed. little uniformity as to the 
manipulation of the vocabulary. There was much varia-
tion in the rate of introducing new words and the 
amount of repetition and drill provided for. Rankin 
1. Lillian Gentry~ .uA Study of the Vocabulary Load of 
Sixty-Six Pre-Primers", Journal of Educational 
Research, 43, March, 1950 , ·p. 525-532. 
2. E. Selke and G. A. Selke, "A Study of the Vocabu-
laries of Beginning Books in T\'lelve Reading I<~ethods", 
Elementary School Journal, 22, June, 1922, p. 745-749 
3. Mary I. Rankin, nA Study of the Recurrence of vlords 
in Certain Primers", Elementary School Journal, 28, 
December, 1927, P• -278-285. 
found that the vocabulary common to all three was 
small, and that the vocabulary of the primers did not 
conform closely to two standard lists. 
1 In 1930 Selke made another study of twelve be-
ginning books t o see how much effect the published word 
lists had on the vocabulary of readers. Comparison 
of this study \'lith that of 1922 disclosed that 1,207 
different words occurred in t he twelve books studied. 
There vvas a vocabulary range of 171 to 594 w·ords per 
book. This study reported ten books with a vocabulary 
load of less than 300 words, while the 1922 study 
shoi•red six books with a vocabulary of less than 400 
words and only two books with less than 300 vrords. 
The tendency to decrease the vocabulary load of text-
books is indicated here. Ho\·rever Selke states t hat 
there are still too few common words, and too many 
words that appear only once in t he primers. 
2 A comparison of fifteen primers by Harring re-
vealed a vocabulary of 77,004 running words. Of the 
1. Erich -Selke, 11 A Comparative Study of the Vocabularies 
of Twelve Beginning Books in Reading11 , Journal of 
Educational Research, 32, December, 1930, p. 369-374. 
2. Sidney Harring, 11 \ihat Primer Shall I Use Next? 11 , 
Elementari School Journal, 32, November, 1931,· 
p. 207-213. 
- ., -,7 
1,260 different words occurring in the primers studied, 
only 34 were found in all fifteen books. 538 words 
appeared in o.nly one primer, and 124 words occurred 
only once. In comparing the vocabulary with standard 
word lists, Harring reported that 344 words were not 
on the Gates Vocabulary for Primary Reading, 222 words 
\'tere not included in the first 2, 500 \'lOrds of the 
Thorndike list, and that 66 words were not included 
in the first 10,000 words of the Thorndike list. 
Hockett .and Neeley1 in their examination of 
thirty-three primers recorded 174,076 run.ning \·Tords. 
There i'lere 1, 713 different words in the primers. 681 
words occurred in only one book, 1,077 words occurred 
in three or fewer books, and only 25 words v1ere common 
to all thirty-three books studied . This study confirms 
the reports . of Rankin and Selke that there is too· 
little uniformity among reading texts. 
2 In 1921 Packer surveyed ten first readers and 
1. J. A. Hockett and Delta P. Neeley, "A Comparison 
of the Vocabularies of Thirty-three .Primersn, 
Elementary School Journal, 37, November, 1936, 
p. 190-202. 
2. J. L. Packer, 11 The Vocabularies of ~~n Fil"'st ·.~eaders" 
Report of the Society's Committee on Silent Reading, _ 
Twentieth Yearbook of the National Society for the 
Study of Education, Part II, Public School Publishing 
Company, Bloomington, Illinois, 1921, p.l27-244. 
1.8 
reported a wide range of vocabulary. Tne 3,541 dif-
ferent words in the ten first readers were more than 
twice the number reported by Selke and Selke for twelve 
beginning readers. 2.048 words occur four or less 
times, while 2,562 words occur less than ten times in 
the readers. 
In a comparison of the vocabulary of the primers 
and first readers of ten reading series published from 
1922 to 1929 , ~-lheeler and Howe111 derived from this 
source 1,139 words in the primers, 2,061 words in the 
first readers, and 2.219 words in the primers and 
first readers. This study indicated a trend toward 
control and reduction of the vocabulary. In a com-
parison '\'Tith t he Gates list it was found that 68 \vords 
"rere common to the first 100 \vords of the Gates list. 
2 Hockett and Neeley also compared the results of 
their study of the vocabularies of twenty-eight first 
readers with the Gates Primary Reading List and found 
that more than one-half of the words were included in 
l. H. E. Wheeler and E. H. Howell, 11 A First Grade 
Voc~bulary Study", Elementary School Journal, 31, 
September, 1930, -P· 52-60. 
2. J. A. Hockett and N. G. Neeley, "Vocabularies of 
Twenty-eight First Readers", Elementary School 
Journal, 37, January, 1937, p. 344=352. 
- 1.S 
l 
the first 500 of the Gates list. The books used in 
this study vtere published bet\·Teen 19211- and 1930. 
One of the early studies of ·second grade readers 
by Housh1 in 1918 was done to determine the range and 
frequency of \vords. The range of vocabulary was from 
1,198 to 1, 910 i'rords per reader, and 419 i'l'Ords were 
common to all ten readers. A large. percentage of words 
in each book was repeated only 1, 2, or 3, times. 
2 In 1935 Stone reported a study of words listed 
as ne-vr in the second readers of sixteen series. There 
vrere approximately 3, 200 "iTOrds in the total list, itli th 
1,276 words appearing in three or more of the sixteen 
books. Stone states that the grade one vocabulary is 
fairly w·ell standardized as a result of the Horn list 
of the commonest words in the spoken vocabulary of 
children up to and including six years of age, and the 
Gates reading vocabulary for the primary grades. He 
further states that the lack of standardization of 
1. E. T. Housh, 11Analysis of the Vocabularies of Ten 
Second Year Readers 11 , Third Report of the Committee ·· 
on Economy of Time in Education, Seventeenth Year-
book of the National Society for the Study of 
Education, Part 1, Publis School Publishing Company, 
Bloomington, Illinois, 1918, p. 40-45. 
2. Clarence R. Stone, "The Second Grade Reading Vocabu-
lary11, Elementary School Journal, 35, January, .L935, 
p. 359-3b7. . . 
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reading vocabulary for grade t1-to requ ires the child 
to have a large stock of sight words and skill in 
recognizing new words of one, two, and three syllables 
to be independent in reding second readers. Stone 
al s o suggests that the vocabulary list developed as 
a result of this study should be used in addi t i on to 
the first grade list i'Th en 'Vrriting material, i'TOrkbooks, 
and exercises for grade two. It could also be used as 
a standard by which to judge second readers. 
A reduction of vocabulary load in second readers 
1 
vtas revealed by Hockett in his comparison of t vrenty-
nine second rea ders used in 1938 vTi t h t hose used in 
the previous t hree or four years. The ten books 
examined, published in the period 1930 - 1933, sho1ved 
an 8 per cent reduction of vocabulary from t h e eight 
boolcs examined tha t itt ere published prior to 1930. A 
further reduction of 14 per cent was indicated in t he 
examination of eleven books from t h e period 1934- 1937. 
The objective of a study by Betts2 was to establish 
1. J. A. Hockett, 11 A Compa r ative Analysis of the Vocab-
ularies of T\1enty-nine Second Readers'', Journal of 
Educational Research, 31, May, 1938, p. 665-671.--
2. Emmett A. Betts, "A Study of the Vocabularies of 
First Gra de Basal .Rea ders 11 , Elementary English 
Review, 16, February, 1939 , p. 65-69 . 
a basic list of words corr~only used at various levels 
of recently published basal reading materials. In 
the period 1933 to 1936, thirteen series of books by 
as many publishers were examined. All i'TOrds to be 
read by the pupils ,.,..ere tabula ted. The study shovred 
a surprisingly small number of words common to pre-
primers, primers and first readers. Betts concluded 
that basal readers at any one level vary widely in the 
number of different words and the number of running 
vrords used. 
Stone1 developed a graded vocabulary in primary 
grade readi ng from his study of preprimers, primers, 
first, second, and t hird readers published between 
1930 and 1941. The 107 reader s had a total of 5,314 
different words. 2.164 of the words appeared 1n suf-
ficient number to be included in the graded vocabulary. 
A comprehensive study of 121 first grade .. readers 
was made by Kearney and published in 1950. This 
total consists of 42 prepr1mers, 38 primers, and 41 
1. Clarence R. Stone, 11 A Vocabulary Study Based on 107 
Primary Grade Books'~, Elementary School Journal, 42, 
February, 1942, p. 452-455. 
2. Nolan C. Kearney, 11 An Analysis of the Vocabulary of 
First Grade Reading l'-Iater1al 11 , Journal of Educational 
Research, 43, ~~rch, 1950, p. 481-493. 
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~irst readers published between 1930 and 1940. The 
results disclos.ed 720 different words in the preprimers, 
1,400 in the primers, 2, 526 in . the first readers, and 
a total of 2,691 different words in all three. The 
conclusions indicate that 34 words occur in 50% or more 
of the preprimers, 167 \'lOrds in 50% or more of the 
, primers, 340 words in 50% or more of the first readers, 
and 148 words appear at all levels. Kearney1 states: 
"There is a growing tendency to examine carefully and 
in some cases to revise our attitudes toward vocabulary 
controls in primary reading ... 
2 Spache sums up the indicated tendencies in readers 
when he says, in effect, that the trends in basal 
readers show a reduction of vocabulary burden, and in-
crease in repetition of basic ~ocabulary, and a greater 
intergration among successive readers. 
l. Kearney, op. -cit., (p. 492) 
- -
2. G. Spache, 11 New Trends in Primary Grade Readers", 
Elementary School Journal, 42, December, 1941, ~ 
p. 283-290. 
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Music Book Development 
The name of Lowell Mason is closely identified 
with the early history of music education in the public 
schools. By 1838 he bad succeeded in persuading the 
Boston School Board to establish a regular program of 
music instruction, and thence arose the necessity for 
a su i table series of textboolcs. 
The first music books used in the public schools 
were based upon the theories and methods used by 
teachers in the Singing Schools, a contemporary system 
of private institutions supported by voluntary . effort. 
Gradually music books came to be written expressly 
for school use. Like the first school readers, the 
earliest music books incl uded much religious material, 
which was gr adually replaced by more secular songs. 
In 1851, "The School Ch i mesu, by Baker and Southard1 , 
was issued for use in the sch ools. Tnis was followed 
in 1857 by 11 The School Belln2 , by Butler and Southard. 
These three authors t•rere music teachers in the grammar 
1 • . B. F. Baker and L. H. Southard, The School Chimes, 
\'lilkins, Carter and Company, Boston, .1851, 208 pp . 
2. Charles Butl er and L. H. Southard, The School Bell, 
Russell and Richardson, Boston, 185~224 pp. 
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schools of Boston. The books contained the elementary 
principles of notation and exercise, ivith both sacred 
and secular songs. 
In 1870 ll.lther \fui ting Mason1 compiled the 
National !~sic Course, designed to meet the needs of 
all grades. This vras the first completely planned 
course to receive public recognition and was practical-
ly t he only series in use for over a decade. 
2 In the period from 1870 to 1900 many methods of 
teach ing music reading were in use, and various series 
-
were published, each with its own system. Benjamin 
Jepson, ·of Neiv Haven, Connecticut, and Sterrie A. 
;·feaver, of Vfestfield, l·fassachusetts, both attained 
national recognition through their success in teaching 
music reading. 
At the turn of the century, emphasis began to be 
placed upon tea ching music through the use of songs, 
rather than through music reading exercise, and this 
development naturally influenced the subsequent vocab-
ulary content of the material. Tnis change of method 
brought about corresponding changes in music books, 
1. Edward A. Birge, 11 Public School I"fusic, 1838 - 1938 11 , 
Public School I~sic Celebrates One Hundredth Anniver-
~' National Music Week Con~ittee, New York, 1938, 
6 pp. 
_2_._Ibi_d_! - --
·-----
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which eventually included material for singing, music 
appreciation, rhythmic activity, and creative v-rork. 
1 Kluth , in 1951, made and extensive examination 
of the school music books published from 1940 to 1950, 
and compared her findings with the books issued from 
1900 to 1915. Kluth moted that in 1900 t h e child was 
expected to adjust himself to the songs he sang, even 
as he wa forced to make similar adjustments to a 
program of formal education throughout his elementary 
school years. Significant differences v1ere found in 
the overall organization and general appearance of the 
books from the t\i'O periods studied. 
Kluth als o reported that the songs in t h e earlier 
boolts \i'ere chosen from those deemed '·rorthy by adults, 
while in t he later ones t he word content is based upon 
the interests and maturation of the child. The books 
of the 1940-1950 period contained a much larger variety 
of songs, usually arranged in units, and presented 
opportunities for creative work. In general the study 
disclosed that while the later songs were not so dif-
ferent musically, the word content had been greatly 
modified. 
1. :Marjorie F. Kluth, "Changes in Elementary School 
Song Books", r·iusic Educators Journal, February-
March, 1951, p. 31-33. 
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As music has gro~m from an isolated subject to 
be an integral part of the curriculum, the content of 
the books has been expanded, developed, and adjusted 
to the times. There is still need, however, for more 
research into t he content and vocabulary of the music 
books used in the past, as compared '\·ri th those in use 
at present. 
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CHAPTER II 
PLAN OF THE STUDY 
CHAPTER II 
PlAN OF THE STUDY 
Scope of the Study 
As stated in the previous chapter, the purpose 
of this study is to compare t h e vocabularies of four 
music books of second grade level with the vocabularies 
of three basal reading series, from preprimer through 
the second readers to determine: 
1. The percentage ·of words common to the music 
books and the basal readers. 
2. The percentage of i1'0rds in t h e basal readers 
not included in the music books. 
3. The percentage of words in the music books 
not included in the basal readers. 
4. The percentage of words common to the music 
books. 
The basal reading series selected included: 
1. The Betts Basic Readers, published by the 
American. Book Company, Ne,,T York , 1948. 
2. The Ginn Basic Readers, published by Ginn 
and Company, Boston, 1948. 
3. The Curriculum Foundation Series, publishea 
by Scott, Foresman and Company, Chicago, 
1941. 
There were three preprimers, one primer, one 
first reader, and t\ITO second readers in each series. 
The follo'i'ling music books were used: 
Procedure 
1. The American Singer, Book 2, published 
by the American Book Company, New York , 
1944. 
2. New ~rusic Horizons, Second Book, published 
by Silver Burdett Company, Ne\lv York, 1944. 
3. OUr Songs, published by C. C. Birchard 
and Company, Boston, 1939. 
4. Singing On Our 'f:lay, published by Ginn and 
Company, Boston, 1949. 
The vocabulary for t he basal readers as found in 
the back of each book was combined and listed in alpha-
betical order by series. \'lords vrere tabulated in 
seven columns for reference. 
The fol l owing standards were set up before listing 
the vocabulary o~ the music books: 
1. All forms of a "Vtord are considered as separate 
words; example: easy, easier counts as two 
words. 
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2. All words addressed to the children are count-
ed; this includes directions, stories, lyrics, 
and titles · of songs. 
3. The names of composers and lyricists are not 
counted; therefore such words as traditional 
or folk song, used in place of the composer's 
name, are not counted. 
4. Numbers, as 1, 2, are not counted. 
5. Lyrics in any foreign language are not counted. 
6. Similar "\'lOrds of different significance, such 
as !•fay an.d may, are considered as t v10 words. 
7. All abbreviations are countE?d as a vTord, as 
Hr. or Co. 
8. For a word to be considered common to t w·o books, 
t hey must appear in the exact form. 
The vocabulary of each music book was then listed 
in the follovring manner: 
1. A notebo-9k was established with alphabetical 
index tabs. 
2. The 1-·10rds for each letter were grouped in the 
correct alphabetical order. 
3. Each vTord in the music book was listed in 
dictionary sequence. 
The words in each basal reading series and each 
music bool\: 1·rere counted and tabulated. The vocabu-
laries of the music bool{s 1.tere identified i>Ii th those 
of the basal readers by p lacing a checlt mark ( /; in 
the p roper column opposite a word common to both. 
The same procedure was followed in comparing the basal 
readers and the music bool{s for common \'lOrds. 
The derived material i"ras analyzed and is present-
ed in the follo'rving chapter. 
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ANALYSIS OF THE DATA 
CHAPTER III 
Al~LYSIS OF THE DATA 
As stated in Chapter I, the purpoee of this study 
is to compare the vocabularies of four music books of 
second grade level with the vocabularies of three 
basal reading series, from preprimers through the 
second readers. 
The music books analyzed are The American Singer, 
Book 2, The New Music Horizons, Second Book , Our 
Songs , and Singing On Our \·'lay. 
The basal reading series analyzed are the Betts 
Basic Readers, t h e Ginn Basic Readers, and the Curricu-
lum Foundation Series. 
The analysis of t he data was carried out to 
determine: 
1. The percentage of 110rds common to the music 
books and the basal readers. 
2. The percentage of \·rords in the ba sal readers 
not included in t he music books. 
3. The percentage of v.rords in t h e music books 
not included in t h e basal readers. 
4. The percentage of \'lOrds common to t he music 
books. 
,I 
Table I shows the number of words in the basal 
readers, f rom the preprimer through the second readers. 
For ease of tabulation the following table was compiled 
to show t he number of words in each series which fell 
in each alphabetical category. 
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TABlE I 
THE NUI•1BER OF v'lORDS IN THE BASAL READERS 
PREPRil~ THROUGH SECOND READERS 
Letter Betts Ginn Curriculum · 
Basic Basic Foundation 
Readers Readers Series 
a 38 34 35 
b . 63 79 78 
c 51 63 59 
d 21 26 33 
e 15 20 24 
f 53 52 51 
g 27 31 36 
h 44 44 61 
i lo 10 13 
j 8 12 14 
k 9 11 9 
1 29 34 36 
m 36 43 41 
n 19 19 21 
0 20 23 21 
p 48 55 57 
q 1 5 6 
r 29 33 30 
s 81 I02 112 
t 58 69 67 
u 6 6 9 
v 2 3 6 
w 51 48 65 
X 0 0 0 
y 7 5 11 
z 0 2 1" 
TOTAL 767 929 890 
The number of "tTOrds ranges from 767 to ·929. There 
is a difference of 162 between the Betts and Ginn 
Basic .Readers. The Curriculum Foundation Series has 
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123 words more than the Betts Basic Readers, and 39 
words less than the Ginn Basic Readers. 
·· ~ 
Table II shows the number of words in each music 
book which fell in each alphabetical category. 
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TABLE II 
NUlVIBER OF \'lORDS I N r-iUSI C BOOKS 
Letter American New Music Our Singing 
Singer, Horizons, Songs On Our 
Book 2 2nd Book Vlay 
a 73 64 69 89 
b 157 . · 122 127 168 
c 137 116 137 136 
d 69 68 71 98 
e 25 34. 31 37 
f 124 100 112 106 
g 77 69 55 81 
h 87 85 103: 111 
1 21 24 23 23 
j 28 22 14 28 
k 17 13 16 23 
1 78 64 78 93 
m 69 70 99 85 
n 41 38 38 49 
0 42 28 30 31 
p 122 107 95 113 
q 8 6 8 10 
r 88 53 72 72 
s 258 213 247 248 
t 134 119 140 157 
u 16 8 14 15 
v 10 6 13 9 
w 111 99 110 118 
X 0 0 0 1 
y 11 12 15 10 
z 3 1 8 2 
TOTAL 1806 1541 1725 1913 
The number of words in each music book ranges 
from 1,541 to 1,913. Singing On Our Way has 372 more 
words than the New ~~sic Horizons, Second Book. OUr 
Songs has 188 words less than Singing On OUr 1tlay , and 
the American Singer, Book 2 has 107 words less than 
Singing On Our Way. 
Table III shows the number of words in basal 
readers and music books arranged in descending order. 
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TABLE III 
NUI•!BER OF VfORDS I N BASAL READERS AND NUSIC 
_ B OOKS ARRANGED I N DESCENDING ORDER 
Book Number of it/ords 
Singing On Our 1vay 1913 
American Singer, Book 2 1806 
Our Songs 1725 
New Nusic Horizons, 2nd Book 1541 
Ginn Basic Readers 929 
Curriculum Foundation Series 890 
Betts Basic Readers 767 
All four music books contain larger vocabularies 
than the three reading series. There is a range of 
1,146, since Singing On Our Way has the largest vocab-
ulary with 1,913 words, and the Betts Basic Readers 
have the smallest vocabulary \ti th 767. 
Table IV was compiled to show the total number of 
different \tords in music books and basal readers. ivords 
common to both books were counted only once. To these 
words were added the \tords appearing only in the read-
ing series, and those appearing only in the music book. 
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TABLE IV 
TOTAL NU!v:tBER OF DIFFERENT \'fORDS I N IVIUS IC 
BOOKS AN"D BASAL READERS 
]!Iuaic Betta Ginn Curriculum 
Books Basic Basic Foundation 
Readers Readers Series 
American 
Singer, 1965 2224 2141 
Book 2 
New 1'-Iusic 
Horizons, 1850 1995 1897 
2nd Book 
Our 
Songs 2011 2156 2052 
Singing 
On OUr 2203 2330 2225 
Vlay 
The combined vocabularies vary from a minimum of 
1,850 words for the New IV'rusic Horizons, Second Book 
and the Betts Basic Readers, to a maximum of 2, 330 '\'lOrds 
for Singing On Our "l'lay and the Ginn Basic Readers. 
Table V shows the number of words common to music 
books and basal readers. 
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TABlE V 
NUNBER OF WORDS COMNON TO 1--IDSIC BOOKS 
AND .BASAL READERS 
!vlusic Betts Ginn Curriculum 
Books Basic Basic Foundation 
Readers Readers Series 
., 
American 
Singer, 508 511 566 
Book 2 
New Music 
Horizons, 458 475 534 
2nd Book 
Our 
Songs 481 508 563 
Singing 
On Our 477 512 578 
Ttlay 
The number of words common to music books and 
basal readers varies from a minimum of 458 for the New 
Music Horizons, Second Book and the Betts Basic Readers, 
to a maximum of 578 for Singing On Our 'flay and the 
Curriculum Foundation Series. 
Table VI shows the per cent of words common to 
various combinations of books as determined by the total 
number of different words appearing in music books and 
basal readers. 
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TABlE VI 
PER CE NT OF vlORDS COMI10N TO NUSIC BOOKS 
~~ BASAL READERS 
Music Betts Ginn Curriculum 
Books Basic Basic Foundation 
Readers Readers Series 
American 
Singer, 25.85 22.97 25.92 
Book 2 
New I'fusic 
Horizons, 25.24 23.80 28.15 
2nd Book 
Our 
Songs 23.76 23.10 27.44 
Singing 
On Our 21.65 21.98 25.98 
\'lay 
T'ne proportion of \'lOrds common to music books 
and basal readers varies from 21.65 to 28.15%. 
Table VII shows the per cent of words common to 
music books and basal readers arranged in descending 
order. 
TABLE VII 
PER CENT OF VlORDS C QII~ON TO I'lliSIC BOOKS AliJD BASAL 
READERS ARRANGED I N DESCENDING ORDER 
Betts Ginn Curriculum 
Basic Basic Foundation 
Readers Readers Series 
!vlu~ic Per ¥rusic Per Music Per 
Book Cent Boolt: Cent Book Cent 
American Nei;T Music New· Music 
Singer, 25.85 Horizons, 23.80 Horizons, 28.15 
Book 2 2nd Book 2nd Book 
Nev1 Music Our Our 
Horizons, 25.24 Songs 23.10 Songs 27.44 
2nd Book 
Our . . American Singing 
Songs 23.76 Singer, . 22.97 On Our 25.98 
Book 2 \•lay 
Singing Singing American 
On Our 21.65 On Our 21.98 Singer, 25.92 
lvay ivay Book 2 
Table VII shows that the Betts Basic Readers have 
the largest per cent of \vords common to the American 
Singer, Boolr 2; the Ginn Basic Readers have t he largest 
per cent of \•rords common to the New I,fusic Horizons, 
Second Book; and that t he Curriculum Foundation Series 
has the largest per cent of words common to the New 
Music Horizons, Second Book . 
Table VIII shows the number of words of basal 
readers not included in the music books. 
' 
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TABLE VIII 
NUI,ffiER OF \·lORDS OF BASAL READERS NOT 
INCLUDED I N l~uSIO BOOY~ 
- -
Music Betts Ginn Curriculum 
Books Basic Basic Foundation 
Readers Readers Series 
American 
Singer , 159 . 418 335 
Book 2 
NevT l~1usic 
Horizons, 309 454 356 
2nd Book 
Our 
Songs 286 431 327 
Singing 
On Our 290 417 312 
Y.lay 
- . 
The number of words of basal readers not included 
in music books ranges from 159 to 454. The Betts Basi 
Readers show the least number of \•Tords not included 
in the music books , while the Ginn Basic Readers show 
the largest number of words not included in music 
books. 
Table IX shows the per cent of words of basal 
readers not included in music books. 
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TABLE IX 
PER CENT OF ~'lORDS OF BASAL READERS NOT 
I NCLUDED I N ~IDSIC BOOKS 
Ivrusic Betts Ginn Curriculum 
:aooks Basic Basic Foundation 
Readers Readers Series 
American 
Singer, 20.73 44·.99 37.75 
Book 2 ·-
Ne~r Iviusic 
Horizons, 40.41 48.87 40.00 
2nd Book 
Our 
Songs 37.28 46.39 36.73 
Singing 
On Our 37.68 . 44. 89 35.06 
Vlay 
A range from 20.73% to 48.87% is indicated by 
Table I X. 48.87 per cent of the words in the Ginn 
Basic Readers do not appear in the NevT r-rusic Horizons, 
Second Book, while only 20.73 per cent of the '\'tords 
of the Be~ts Basic Readers do not appear in the Amer-
ican Singer, Boolc 2. 
Table X shows t h e number of words in the music 
books not included in the basal readers. 
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TABLE X 
NUrtillER OF WORDS IN H.lJSIC BOOKS NOT 
INCLUDED I N BASAL READERS 
Reader American New Music Our Singing 
Singer, Horizons, Songs On Our 
Book 2 2nd Book Way 
Betts 
Basic 1298 1083 1244 L436 
Readers 
Ginn 
Basic 1295 1066 1227 1401 
Readers 
Curriculum 
Foundation 1251 1007 1162 1335 
Series 
The number of \'lOrds in music books not included 
in basal readers varies from 1,007 to 1,436. The New 
Music Horizons, Second Boolc has the smallest number 
of words not included in basal readers. Singing On 
Our Way has the most words not included in basal 
readers. 
Table XI shows the per cent of words in music 
books not included in basal readers. 
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TABlE XI 
PER CENT OF \·fORDS I N HUSIC BOOKS NOT 
INCLUDED IN BASAL READERS 
Reader American New !vlusic Our Singing 
Singer , Horizons , Songs On Our 
Book 2 2nd Book ·fay 
Betts 
Basic 71.87 70 .31~ 72.11 74.54 
Readers 
Ginn 
Basic 71.70 69.17 71.13 72.71 
Readers 
Curriculum 
Foundation 69 .76 65.41 67.36 69.78 
Series 
65.41 per cent of the words in the New Musi c 
Horizons, Second Book do not appear in the Curriculum 
Foundation Series. This per cent increases to 74.54% 
in compari son \'lith the number of words in Singing On 
Our Vlay not included in the Betta Basic Readers. 
Table XII ahO"\'IS the number of words, listed under 
each letter in t he alphabet, appearing in the music 
books studied. ~~e words are listed if they are .in-
cluded in 2 or more books. In addition, words which 
appeared in only one book were counted and listed in 
Table XII. 
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TABlE XII 
TOTAL NU~ffiER OF WORDS I N MUSIC BOOKS 
Letter Number of Words Appear i ng In Total 
Number 
- . in :Music 
4 b ooks 3 books 2 books 1 book Books 
a 24 17 25 99 
b 38 39 71 165 
c 36 29 60 174 
d 22 8 39 113 
e 6 9 20 36 
f 28 41 45 116 
g 21 18 28 88 
h 29 30 42 93 
i 8 11 5 16 
j 5 7 9 33 
k 3 6 7 25 
1 29 23 21 81 
m 22 23 33 101 
n 12 9 23 46 
0 14 7 9 32 
p 17 31 53 129 
q 3 3 3 5 
r 15 17 29 114 
s 56 67 106 326 
t 40 45 39 174 
u 4 2 5 20 
v 1 6 3 9 
w 40 23 50 108 
X 0 0 0 1 ' 
y 4 6 2 9 
z 0 1 3 5 
TOTAL 477 478 730 2118 3803 
·-
Ther e \'tere 477 words which appear ed i n all f our 
mu s ic books, 478 words '·Thi ch appear ed in 3 musi c books-, 
a nd 730 ,.Tords which appeared in 2 music books. 2,118 
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words appeared in only one music book. A total number 
of 3,803 different words occurred in the four music 
books analyzed. 
Table XIII shows the per cent of words appearing 
in one or more of the music books studied. 
TABLE XIII 
PER CENT OF VlORDS APPEARI NG IN IviDSIC BOOKS 
- Books - No. of t-Tords Per Cent 
\'fords Appearing In 
4 books 477 12.55 
3 books 478 12.55 
2 books 730 19.20 
1 book 2118 55.70 
This table shows that of the 3,803 different 
words appearing in the four music _books, 12.55 per 
cent appear in all 4 books, 12.55 per cent in 3 books, 
19.20 per cent in 2 books, while 55.70 per cent occur 
in only 1 book. 
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CHAPTER IV 
SU~~~y AND CONCLUSIONS 
The purpose of this study was to compare the 
vocabularies of four music books of second grade level 
\<Ti th the vocabularies of three basal reading series, 
from the prep rimer through the second rea.d.ers. 
The music books analyzed included: 
1. ~~e American Singer, Book 2, published 
by the American Book Company, 1944. 
2. Nev1 :Music Horizons, Second Book, pub-
lished by Silver Burdett Company, 1944. 
3. OUr Songs, published by C. C. Birchard 
and Company, 1939. 
4. Singing On Our vlay, published by Ginn 
and Company, 1949. 
The basal reading series analyzed included: 
1. The Betts Basic Readers, published by 
the American Book Company, 1948. 
2. The Ginn Basic Readers, published by 
Ginn and Company, 1948. 
3. The Curriculum Foundation Series, pub-
lished by Scott, Foresme..n and Company, 
1941. 
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CONCLUSIONS 
Analysis of the statistical data obtained led 
to t he following conclusionsr 
1. The number of words in the basal reading 
series included in this study ranges from 
767 to 929. 
2. The Ginn Basic Readers have the largest 
vocabulary load of the three reading series 
examined, whereas the Betts Basic Readers 
have the smallest. 
3. TI~e number of words appearing in music books 
ranges from 1,541 to 1,913. 
4. Singing On Our Way has the largest, and the 
New Music Horizons, Second Book the smallest 
vocabulary load of the four music books 
studied. 
5 •• ~1 four music books have larger vocabularies 
than the three reading series included in the 
study. 
6. The total number of different words in the 
various combinations of music books and basal 
readers varies from 1,850 to 2,330. 
7. The largest total number of different vrords 
appears \ihen comparing the vocabularies of 
the Ginn Basic Readers and Singing On Our 
itlay , vrhile the smallest total number of dif-
ferent \'lOrds occurs l'lhen comparing the vocab-
ularies of the Betts Basic Readers and the 
Nei·T lv'Ius ic Horizons, Second Book. 
8. The number of words common to music books and 
basal readers in various combinations ranges 
from 458 to 578. 
9. The per cent of \'lOrds common to music bool\:S 
and basal readers varies from 21.65 to 28 .15%. 
10. The number of words of basa l readers not 
included in the music books ranges from 159 
to 454. 
11. The Betts Basic Readers show the least number 
of words not included in music books, and the 
Giru1 Basic Readers show the greatest number 
not included in music books. 
12. The per cent of 't'Tords of t he basal readers 
not included in the music books varies from 
20.73 to 48.87%. 
13. The Betts Basic Readers show the smallest per 
cent of basal vocabulary not included in music 
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books, while the Ginn Basic Readers have the 
largest per cent. 
14. The number of words in music books not i n-
cluded in basal readers ranges from 1,007 to 
1,436. 
15. The per cent of \vOrds in music boolcs not 
included in basal readers varies from 65.41 
to 74-.54%. 
16. Singi ng On Our \flay has the greatest number 
and the largest per cent of words not included 
in the basal readers, \'Thereas the Ne\'r Music 
Horizons, Second Book has the smallest 
number and smallest per c:ent of words not 
included in the basal readers. 
17. Of the 3,803 different words appearing in the 
four music books, 477 occur in all 4 books, 
478 in 3 books, 730 in 2 books, and 2,118 
occur in only one book . 
18. Of t h e 3,803 diff erent w·ords appe~ring in the 
music books, 12.55% appear in 4 books, 12.55% 
appear in 3 books, 19 .20% appear in 2 books, 
and 55.70% appear in 1 book only. 
19 . The Betts Bsic Readers have the great est 
number of common words i'Ti t h t he American 
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Singer, Book 2, both published by the American 
Book Company. 
20. The largest -total number of different words 
appears when comparing ,Lhe vocabularies of 
the Ginn Basic Readers and Singing On Our Way, 
both published by Ginn and Company. 
21. The vocabulary overlap between readers and. 
music books is greater than expected. 
22. This study shows that there is very little 
attempt to make the vocabulary of music 
books Wliform. 
Among the significant facts which emerge from 
these itemized conclusions are: 
l. The largest vocabulary content is found in 
books published by Ginn and Company. 
2. More words are presented by music books than 
any of the readers examined. 
It appears reasonable, therefore, to conclude that 
at a given level of intelligence, the combination of 
singing and reading increases the child's vocabulary 
faster than would reading alone. It may be argued 
that the acquisition of new words from singing, and 
appreciation of meaning, proceeds faster at the higher 
levels of intelligence, and that pupils of lower I. Q. 
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'\!till be principally influenced by sonic values, rather 
than semantic. 
The emphasis on drill and repetition present in 
most readers is lacking in the music books studied, 
but this is compensated by greater variety, which at 
least offers a better opportunity for vocabulary 
extension to those capable of faster progress. 
On the score of vocabulary value alone, it is 
clearly established by this study that there are 
advantages in singing instruction, given in combination 
with reading. 
LII~TATIONS OF THE STUDY 
While only four music books and three basal read-
ers were selected for analysis in this investigation, 
they may be considered representative of a much larger 
number of available publications. Conclusions, however, 
should not be considered generaily applicable without 
comparative sampling and rating of the s:eries in 
question. 
I. 
SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER STUDY 
There is a considerable field for extension of 
research into the comparative vocabulary content of 
music books and readers, other than those covered by 
this investigation, also for comparison of the vocabu-
laries thus derived with various standard word lists. 
Such analysis would help to establish the relative 
value of various combinations of published material 
in the teaching of reading. 
It would also be of value to compare the word 
progress of a class receiving both singing and reading 
instruction concurrently, with that of a class from 
whom singing instruction is withheld. 
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_M,:lERICAN SINGER 
VOCABULARY 
a ant banner 
abode any bark 
about any-\vhere barn 
above apart barns 
accented appears bashful 
aching apple basket 
a-coasting app les bass 
across April bath 
act are bathed 
acts a-riding bay's 
add arms be 
a-ding around bear 
a-dong artist be~t 
afraid as beaten 
after ask beats 
afternoon asked beautiful 
again asleep because 
against a-sleeping beckons 
age a- S\veeping become 
ago at bed 
ahead aunt beds 
a-hunting author bedtime 
air auto bee 
airplane autumn been 
all a\"l'al{e befall 
alleluia ai"'ay before 
almost a1t.Tful begin 
alone a"'frkward begins 
along behind 
aloud being 
always bell 
am babies bells 
America baby below 
American baby's bending 
amid back beneath 
among bal~e bent 
an baker berries 
and bakery beside 
Andy balanced best 
angels ball Bethlehem 
animal balloon Bethlehem's 
animals balloons better 
another band bid 
answer bang big 
G 
bill boy buttonbright 
Billy boys buy 
bing branches buzzing 
birch brand by 
bird brave 
birdies bravely 
birds bread 
bird's bread's cake 
birds' break cakes 
birth breaks call 
bit breast called bitter breath calling black breathe calls blackboard breeze calm blanket breezes calves 
blanlcets bricks came blast bright can bless brightest candle ble'1rl bring candy blin..1cing bringing cannot bloom brings canoe blossoms brisk canoes blow brook can't blowing brooks cap 
blOvlS broom cardinal blue broomstick care boat brother carefully boats broth ers careless body br ought carols 
Boeing bro'\"m carrier bold browny carries 
Bo:nny buffalo carry book bug cars books bugle cart boom blllid carts born builders cast borne building castle both built cat bottles bundle catbird bottom bunny catch bough buried cattle bounce burst caught bouncing bush cautious bow busy caw· bovll but celebrate bows butter center bow-wow butterfly chair box buttermilk chan~e 
chant Colum.bia dad 
chap Columbus daddy 
chase come dmaes 
chases comes dance 
cheep coming danced 
chicken company dancer 
chicl{ens complain dancers 
chicks consists dancing 
child cookie dandelion 
children cookies dark 
children's cooking darkness 
child's cool darling 
chimes corn darting 
chirrm.ey corner dashing 
choc'late cottage dawn 
choose could day 
chorus count daylight 
Christ countries days 
Christmas country daytime 
circle county dead 
circus course dear 
clap cover deep 
clapping coverlet delight 
clatter covers did 
clean cowboy die 
clear COvlS died 
climb cradl? ding-dong 
clinlr crash dipping 
clipper crashing disappears 
cloak crawling disobedient 
cloclr cream dizzy 
cloc}~s creep do 
clop creeping dobbins 
close cricket does 
clothes cries dog 
cloud crimson doge;ie 
clouds croolced doing 
clown 'cross done 
cluck cross don't 
coasting crovf door 
coat crowd double 
coattail cro"V.f' s Douglas 
cobweb Crusoe do I'm 
cock-a-doodle-doc cuckoo dol'my 
cold cunning draws 
collie curious dreams 
colored curly drear 
colors cut dress 
?0 
dressed fa fighting 
dresses face filling 
drew facing find 
dried fades findin13 
drift fair fine 
drifting fairies fingers 
drink fairy finish 
drives faithfully finished 
drops fall fire 
drowsy . fallen fireflies 
drum falling first 
drummers falls fish 
drummer's familiar five 
drumming family flag 
drums fam'ly flags 
dry far flaps 
ducks farm flashed 
dug farmer flat 
dusty farm.er.s fleecy 
duty farmer's fleet 
farther fle"r 
fast flic lcer 
fasten flies 
each faster flight 
eager fastest float 
eagerly fat floating 
early father flocking 
ears fathers .flocks 
earth fathers' flowers 
easily fear flO'\'lers' 
eat fearful flo'\ving 
eggs feather flow'rs 
elephant feathers fluffy 
elephants feath'ry flute 
else feed flutter 
emblem feel fly 
enchanted feeling flying 
ends feet fog 
engine fell folds 
enjoys fellow folk 
entire fence follow· 
even :ferris-wheel fond 
ev:ening fetch :foolish 
everY'\-;here :fe\'1 :foot 
ev'ry fiddle-dee-dee :for 
ev 'rybody field forest 
ev 'ryone fields found 
eyes fi:fteen :four 
I 
J 
fourteen 
fourth 
free 
freedom 
freedom's 
French -
Frenchman 
fresh 
freshly 
Friday 
friend 
friendly 
friends 
frightened 
fro 
frog 
frogs 
from 
front 
frost 
frosted 
full 
fun 
funny 
fur-.. 
furious 
furry 
fuzzy 
gaily 
gallops 
game 
gander's 
garden . 
gate 
gather 
gave 
gay 
gayest 
gently 
Ge~man 
Germans 
George 
get 
gets 
gingerman 
gingham 
giraffe 
girl 
girls 
give 
gives 
glad 
glances 
glary 
glee 
gliding 
glittering 
glow 
glue 
go 
goat 
God 
goes 
going 
gold 
golden 
goldfish 
gone 
good 
good-byes 
good-natured 
goose 
gourds 
gol'm 
grains 
grandfather's 
grandma 
grandma rna 
grasses 
grassy 
grazing 
great 
green 
greet 
grew· 
grinding 
grinds 
grip 
grocerma.n 
grocery 
ground 
group 
grow 
growing 
gro'\oo~l 
growled 
grown 
grO'tooJ'S 
grubs 
guard 
guess 
guesses 
guides 
Guiseppe 
ha 
had 
hair 
half 
half-past 
hall 
Hall Oi'reen 
ham 
hammers 
hand 
hands 
handsome 
hang 
happened 
happily 
happiness 
happy 
hard 
harm 
has 
hat 
have 
hay 
haystack 
he 
head 
heaped 
.hear 
heard 
hearing 
heart . 
hearts 
heaven 
heavens 
~72 · 
heav'nly humming join 
heavy hundred joined 
he'd hungry joke 
held hurry jolly 
he'll hush-a-by jolts 
help Joseph 
helpers journeyman 
helps joy 
hen I jump 
her ice jumps 
here icy jungle 
here's if just 
hero I'll 
he's I'm 
h idden important 
hlta.e in keep 
hides indeed keeping 
hiding Indian keeps 
high Indians lrind 
hill indiscreet kindness 
hills inside ldnds 
hilltop inspiring King 
him instead kite 
his instruments kitetime 
ho into kitten 
hogans is kittens 
hold island Kitty 
holds it kneel 
hole it's knelt 
hollm1 knitting 
holy knocked 
home know 
homes Jack 
home"tard Jack Frost 
honey Jackie 
honor Jack-o'-Iantern la 
hoof jail labor 
hoot jam lace 
hopping jar ladder 
hops jay lads 
horse jerkily lady 
hot Jesus land 
hours Jill landed 
house Jim large . 
houses Joe lark 
hover John lasso 
hO'\'l Johnny last 
Hulda Johnny's late 
laug...l-1. lords merry- go-round 
laughs lost message 
lmm lot met 
lays loud mi 
lazy louder midnight 
leader loud-sounding might 
learn love miles 
learned loved mille 
leather lovely mill 
leaves loving mince 
left low mingle 
leggings lO\'Ter Miss 
legs luck mistalce 
let lucky Mister 
let's lullabies mittens 
lett-er lullaby mixed 
letters lumber moon 
liberty moonrise 
lie more 
lies morning 
life made most 
light magic mother 
lighted make mother's 
lightly makes motions 
like man motor 
likes Iv!a.ndy mount 
Lincoln manger mouse 
line mankind move 
lines manner moved 
listen many moving 
listening maple :Mr. 
live lVIarch :tJfrs. 
lived marching much 
lively mart mud 
lo mar tal munches 
load Mary murmur 
loaded I•La.ry' s music 
lofty matter musical 
logs mavbe must 
lonely maypole my 
long me myself 
longing mean 
loo . means 
look measure 
looked men name 
looking mend named 
looks merrily names 
Lord merry nation 
nation's off part 
native of:ficer partake 
naughty often partner 
near oh partners 
nearer Ohio parts 
nea ring old pass 
near;J:y older passer-by 
n ears on passenger 
neat once passing 
neatly one past 
need ones path 
nest only Patsy 
net onward patter 
never op en pattern 
netl op ened patterns 
next op ens peace 
night or peace-pipe 
nightingale oranges pebbles 
nights organ peddler 
nighttime oriole peeping 
ninety-two . other people 
no oth ers perhaps 
noble other~tTise .pet 
nods our petals 
noise out pets 
noisy outdoor pictures 
noodle outside pie 
north outward pies 
not over p ig 
note overflowing pigeon 
notes 0'\'ll p i gs 
nOi'T owl~s p i gtail 
number own· Pilgrim's 
numbered pillow 
numbers pillows 
nuts pink 
pack pipe 
packages pitter 
packs place 
oak paddle placed 
oar paddled places 
oats painted plain 
obey palest plains 
object pane plane 
ocean paper planes 
October papooses planned 
I o'er parade plant 
\ of parrot plants 
II 
play puff read 
playfiel.d puffs reading 
playing pull ready 
playmates pulls real 
plays · pumpkin recess 
pleasant puppies red 
pleased purple reddish 
pleases purr reindeer 
pled purry remarkable 
plumes pushes. rent 
plums pussy repeat 
points put repeated 
poke putting reply 
poles residing 
polllbwogs rest 
pond retreat 
ponies quarter return 
pool queer Rhody 
pops questions rhyme 
postcards quick rhythm 
postman quickly riddle 
pound quiet ride 
prairie quietly rides 
praise quite riding 
prance right 
prancing rills 
pray ring 
prayer rabbit ringing 
preacher race ripe 
prepared radiant rise 
president ragged river 
pretend rags rivers 
prettier rain road 
pretty raindrop roar 
pride raindrops robin 
prince rainy robins 
princess raised Robinson 
printed raisins rock 
prisoner ran rocking 
prolong ranch rocks 
promounced range rolled 
propeller rap romp 
protect rapture romps 
protects rat roof 
protests rattles roof-top 
proud raven room 
proudly re rooster 
pueblo reach rope 
Rose school show 1rs 
rosebush schoolroom shriek 
rote scooter side 
round scooting sides 
•round scrap sighs 
row scratched. sight 
rowing sea sighted 
rows seashells sign 
royal seashore silence 
rub-a-dub-dub second· silent 
rubber secrets silken 
rubbers see silver 
rudder seed s i ncere 
rule seems sing 
rum-tum-tum sell singer 
run sent singing 
runriing servant sings 
runs serve sipping 
rushes sets sisters 
seven sit 
several sits 
shadow size 
sack shadows skates 
saddle shaking s kating 
safe shall s lcies 
s afely share skins 
said sharp s kip 
sail she skipp ing 
sailed sheds sl{ip s 
sailing shelf sky 
sailor shell sled 
sailors shepherds sleeping 
Sally she's sleeps 
same shines sleepy 
sandman shining slept 
sang ship slice 
Santa Claus ships slide 
sat shoe slides 
Saturday shoo sliding 
save shoot slip 
saving shop slithers 
saw short slow 
saws should s lO'\ver 
say shout slowly 
scale show slumber 
scamper shov1er small 
scare showers s mart 
scarecro''~ showing smell 
smilingly springtime strips 
smoothly sprinkle strokes 
snaps spurs strong 
sn0\'1 spy strongest 
snoflakes square struggled 
sno\'Ting squash stuffed 
snm·TS squirrel's such 
snm-1y stable Sue 
snug staff sugar 
so stall suit 
soaring stand summer 
sod standing sums 
soft stands sun 
softer stanza sunbeams 
softly star Sunday 
sol stares sung 
soldier starry sunlight 
soldiers stars sunny 
some starts sunrise 
someone stay sunset 
something steady sunshine 
sometimes steals supper 
song steaming suppertime 
songs steered surely 
soon step surprise 
sound steps swall0\-1 
soundl.ng stick S\vay 
sounds still swaying 
south stillness S\vayingly 
space stockings sweet 
Spanish stop sueetly 
sparrow stopping S\'tell 
speedily stops S\vim 
speeding store swing 
spell storm S'ltTinging 
spends stout S'\<TOrds 
spick r · n span strange syllable 
spicy stra\'t syllables 
spider streamline symbol 
spied streamliner 
sp inach street 
sp ins strength 
splash stretch table's 
splashing stretching tagged 
sport strife tags 
spotted strikes tail 
spray striking take 
spread string takes 
taking thorns travels 
talk t hose tray 
tall though treasure 
tank three tree 
tap thrills trees 
tapping thro' treetop 
tattered through treetops 
taught throw trim 
tea thy trip 
teacher ti trousers 
team tick trucks 
teeter ticks true 
teetering tick-tock trumpets 
teeth tidy trunk 
tell tied try 
telling tight t ub 
tempted till tug 
tend time tulipa 
tended times tune 
tender ting tunes 
repees tired tunnel 
Texas 'tis turkey 
than to turkeys 
thank today turn 
thanldng toes turning 
Thanksgiving together tur ns 
that told t 'i1eet 
that•s Tommy twenty 
the Tommy's twilight 
thee tomorr ow t\·Tinkling 
t h eir tonal t'>~i sting 
them tone two 
then tongues 
t h ere tonight 
there'e too 
these tootle-toot under 
they top underneath 
they're tops unfold 
thick . torn uniform 
thing totter union 
things to"m unless 
thi nk toy until 
t h ip.ks toys up 
thinner trS:ffl1c upon 
third train upper 
thirty trains Uruguay 
this tra-la-la us 
thistle trasher use 
used waterfall v1indow 
useful waters windo"\vS 
. using wave winds 
v1aves wing 
"''TB.Ving wings 
way wi nking 
Valentine "'vays v1inter 
valley we winter's 
verbal \'Tear w·in.tertime 
verse uears Wisconsin 
verses weather wish 
very web witch 
violets v1edding "\'lith 
visit '\'reeks vti thout 
voice i·Teep ing i·toke 
voices i'Telcome wonder 
well won't 
\'Te I 11 \tiOOd 
v-rent '\'TOOden 
wagon it~ ere woodland 
wag-ons we're woodlands 
vT~gon 'a v;e 've woodpeclcer 
wait what woods 
waits what'll 'V/001 
waken wheel w·ords 
walk \ihen work 
walked where working 
iialking wherever worktime 
wall which iiOrship 
walnuts -v1hile i'TOUld 
waltz i-Thip-p or-\'Til1 '\'Trapped 
vraltzing whirling vrren 
want vthiskers wrong 
wants whistle wrote 
i'lar whistling 
vrarbler '\'Thi te 
warm i•ThO yarn 
warn whole years 
warning whom ye~low 
i-rarrior who's yea 
was whose yip-pee:-.:k!:;-y~y · 
w-ash why yo-ho 
vrashes wide you 
VTashington \'rife you'll 
watch vli&;ams young 
i'la tches will your 
watching wind you're 
L water windmill 
zebras 
zoo 
zooming 
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a 
about 
above 
acorns 
across 
act 
acting 
acts 
add 
a-fishing 
after 
a-fleeting 
again 
ago 
a gree 
ahead 
aim 
air 
airplane 
aisle 
aisles 
alders 
alik e 
all 
almost 
alone 
along 
also 
alvrays 
am 
Ambo-hato 
America 
American 
an 
and 
angels 
angrily 
animals 
another 
ans\ver 
ansv.rers 
any 
anyone 
NEW I•1USIC HORIZONS, SECOND BOOK 
VOCABUlARY 
anything bass 
any\'lhere bass drum 
apple bay 
apples be 
April bear 
arches beautiful 
archv1ay because 
are bed 
a-roll ing beds 
around bee 
as bees 
a-sailing before 
asked beg 
asleep begin 
at beginning 
a-tolling begins 
auto behind 
autumn bell 
avmk e bells 
·a..,,ray bending 
a\'iOke bent 
beside 
best 
Bethlehem 
baa betvTeen 
babe bicycle 
baby big 
back Bill 
bad bird 
bags birds 
balre birthday 
bakery bite 
balancing bites 
ball black 
band blaclcboards 
·Barcarolle bleating 
barks blessings 
barley blow 
barn blowing 
barns blovrs 
barnyard blue 
bars bluebird 
baskets boards 
boat busy chick-a-biddy 
boats but chicky 
Bobbie buttercup child 
bold butterflies children 
bone butterfly children's 
boo buy ch i mes 
book buzz chimney 
boong buzzing chinese 
boots by chi p 
Bo-Peep bye chipmunk 
both bye-lo choo 
bough bye-low choose 
bought chooses 
boulders chorus 
bouncing Christ 
bound cage Christmas 
bO'\'Tl cake Christopher 
bOi'TS cakes church 
boy call circle 
boys called Ciribiribin 
brain calling city 
brave calls clap 
bravely calm clapping 
bread came claps 
break can class 
breeze candlestick claws 
breezes canoe clean 
bridge can't clear 
bright cap click 
bri5htly captain cling 
bring car c l ock 
brings care clocks 
broad carpenters clop 
brook carr y close 
brool{let cars cloud 
broom cat clouds 
broomsticks catch clover 
brought catch es coat 
brown caught cock-a-doodle-doc 
Bro'\mie ceased cockle 
bubbling center cocky 
build chair cocoon 
bum chant coff ee 
bumblebee chap c old 
bun chap s c01or 
bunny cheer-up come 
bush cheese comes 
bush y cherries comical 
coming dark dress 
contrary darling drew 
cookies dash drifted 
cool dashes drif ting 
cop davm drum 
corn day drummers 
cotton days Drury 
could dear dry 
couldn 1 t deep drying 
country delicate duck s 
country-side delicious dust 
cov-;boy delight 
cozy depend 
crack desk 
crackl i ng deslt:s each 
cradle determined ear 
cra dled dickory-dock ears 
creep did earth 
creeping died east 
cried different Easter 
cries dim eat 
crook ding-a-ling eating 
crooked ding-dong echo 
cross dip eight 
crossings direction elephant 
crO\i' dishes elephants 
crumbs do else 
cry does engine 
cuckoo doesn 1 t engineer 
cunning dog enough 
cup s doggy enter 
curled dogs ere 
curly doing Es kimo 
currants doll eve 
cut dolls even 
cu tting dolly evening 
done ever 
don 1 t every 
doodle-doo . everybody 
daffodil doo.r everybody's 
dainty doorbell everyone -
dame doth everything 
dance double everJ711here 
dancing dovm excitedly 
dandelion drai ns extra 
d.aiid 
. Y dream extremely 
dapple dreamed eye 
dare dreams eyes 
face fits furry 
facing five Fuzz 
fair flat fuzzy 
fairies fleece Fuzzy- \rluz zy 
fairyland i'levT 
fall flies 
falling floor 
falls flour game 
family flO'vl games 
fanciful flovters gander 
far flovTing garden 
fare flovl 'rs gate 
farmer flute gather 
farmers fly gath ered 
farms flying gay 
farmyard folded geese 
fast follO\'l gentle 
fastened folly gently 
f as test fond get 
father food gets 
fathers foot giants 
fear foot-steps gift 
feather for gifts 
feathers forest giggle 
fee-fi-fo-fum forever girl 
feel form girls 
:feeling forth give 
feet forty glad 
fences found gladly 
fiddle-dee-dee four glass 
fiddlers fourth glasses 
field fragrant gleam 
fields France glide 
fi ght free globes 
f i g s freedom gloriou s 
fill fresh gloves 
filled friend gl0\'1 
find friends glov-morm 
finds fro go 
fine frolic God 
fire from goes 
fire-bell f ront going 
fireman frosty golden 
fires fruit gone 
first full good 
first-rate f un good-by fish funny good-bye 
fish ing fur goods 
goose harpers hopperty 
got harvest hopping 
grain has hops 
g rand he.t horizons 
grandfather's have horn 
grandmoth er!s haven't horse 
grap es having horse's 
grasses hay hot 
grasshopper he hound 
grateful head h our 
gray heds house 
great health house-top 
green hear how 
g reenie heard humming 
greet hearts Humpty-Dumpty 
greeting heavenly hunting . 
gremlins heavy liurqy-gurdy 
grinder hello hurrah 
grocery help hur ry 
g round hen hurt 
grow her hush 
grovdy here 
grm·m here's 
grO\'iS herself 
gruf f he's I 
guard hickory ice 
guess high I'd 
guessed hike if 
gun hill I'm 
hills in 
hillside indeed 
him ind ex 
ha himself Indian 
had hip Indians 
half hippety inf ant 
hammer h is i nside 
hand hit instead 
hands hive i n strumen ts 
h andy Hi-yah i nto 
hang h o invitation 
hanging hoe Iroquois 
happ ens hold is 
happ iest holidays isn't 
happiness holy it 
happ y home its 
h a rd honey it's 
harbor honk I've 
hark hop ivy 
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jacket lane lots 
Jack Frost large Lou 
jar lassie loud 
j a\'I'S last loudly 
jig late love 
jog laugh lovely 
Jor...n laughs loves 
Johnnie lay l0\•1 
Johnny lazy lullaby 
join leader 
joined leagues 
joins lean 
joke leap macaroni 
jolly learning made 
jolt leave maids 
journey leaves mail 
joy left main 
joyful legs make 
joys lend makes jump let making jumps let's ma-ma just · letter man 
liberty manger 
lick mantel 
lie many 
keep life march 
keeping lift Iviarch 
keeps light marched 
kettle lightly marching 
kinds lighting married 
king like marry 
King Cole likes Ivlary 
kinf's line master 
kiss listen ma-ta-ri-le 
kitchen little matter 
kitty live may 
know lived IJiay 
knows lively me 
lives meadorr 
living meadov/S 
loaded meander 
laddie London means 
laden long meant 
lake longer measure 
lamb loo men 
land look meovrs 
landing lost merrily 
lands lot merry 
C.'7 
mevT Nell organ 
mi ght Nellie other 
mighty nest others 
mild nets our 
mile never out 
miUcman nevi out-of-doors 
mind netrs oven 
mine New Year over 
mirror next overture 
r~riss nice ovm 
Mister nicely 
mittens nicest 
moods nick-naclr 
moon nigh pack 
more night paddling 
morning nine pa ddy 
mornings no pads 
mother nocturne page 
mother's nodding pail 
moth s nor painted 
mountain north painting 
mountains nose paints 
mouse not pair 
mouse-trap notes pan 
mousey no vi pancalre 
move number parachutes 
moves numbers paradise 
Mr. parson 
1-'Irs. part 
muffin particular 
music 0 partner 
must ocean partners 
my of pas s ed 
myself off passengers 
often patriotic 
oh patter 
old pause 
nails olive peace 
name on peacefull y 
names once pear 
nature one pedals 
Navajos ones peek 
near only peep ing 
Ned open pencil 
need opens pen..'l.y 
neighbors opposite people 
neig..'IJ.bor's or person 
neither orange pert 
8 · 
pet prairie Ranger 
pets praise rascal 
Philip prayer rat-a-tat 
Philippine prayers rather 
phonograph present read 
phrase pretend ready 
phrases preten.dine; reap s 
piano pretends receive 
piCl{ pretty red 
picking pride redbreast 
p icture printing reindeer 
pie prize rest 
piece provide rhythm 
pieces pudding riddle 
piecrust pull ride 
pieman pumpkin rides 
p i ggy pumpkins riding 
p i ggy-•.-riggy pup rig 
Pilgrim's puppy right 
pink purple ring 
pipe purr ringing 
pipers purrs rip 
pitter push river 
place put Robert 
places puts robin 
plain roll 
plane rolled 
p lanned rollee 
planting quack rolling 
p lants queen rolls 
plate quick room 
play quickly rooster 
played quiet rose 
players quite rosy 
p layfully round 
playing rov; 
pleasant rub-a-dub-a 
please rabbit rubbers 
plo1:r radio rule 
plum railing r un 
pointing rain running 
pond raindrops runs 
ponies raining 
p ony rains 
pool rainy 
postman raise saddle 
pound ral{e safe 
pour ran safety 
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said sheep skipperty 
sail shelf s l:ips 
sailing shells slcy 
sails shepherds sled 
Saint Nicholas shine sleep 
Saint Nick shined sleeping 
Sally shining sleepy 
same ship sleigh 
sandman's sh:hps slip 
sandwiched shiver slips 
Santa Claus shoe slO"i'f 
sat shoes slumber 
Saviour's shook sly 
saw shoot smile 
say shooting smiling 
sayine; shop snails 
says shopping snips 
scamper short snow 
sca:red shortest snow-bird 
scarf sh ould snowman 
scatter shout snO"i'fSUit 
scattered shO"i"l so 
school showers soft 
Schumann shO"i"(ing softly 
scold shows sbldier 
scolds shut Solomon 
sea side some 
second sight sometimes 
secret silent song 
see silver songs 
seed silvery soon 
seedlings Simon soul 
seeds simple sound 
seem sing sounds 
seems singing Sousa 
seen single south 
sees Sioux sow 
selects sipp ing SO'\vS 
serious Sir Spain 
serpent siren spelling 
seven sit spice 
shadov1s sits spot 
shady six spread 
shall six-pence Spring 
shavings sizes Springtime 
she .. slcates spry 
she'd skating spurs 
sheen skip spy 
<lO· ...... . 
squirrel summer their 
squirrely sumruer 's them 
stack sun t heme 
stand sung then 
standing sun..11.y there 
stands sunshine theae 
stars sure they 
starting surely they'll 
starts Susy they're 
stay sweep thin 
stayed sweeps thing 
staying SvTeet things 
steady svTeeter think 
steal S'\·reetly thinks 
steeple s'>Ting third 
stem S'\>Iinging this 
step S'\-Tings those 
steps sy.rords though 
stick thousand 
stick s thread 
stile thr?e 
still ta threshes 
sting tabby-cat thro' 
stings tacks through 
stoclcing tail thus 
stockings tails thy 
stony take tick 
stop tallow tick-tock 
stories tan tight 
storing tapping till 
storms taste timbers 
story tea time 
straight teacher times 
stray teacher's ting 
stream tear ting-a-ling 
street tease Tip 
stretch teeth Tippy 
stretches tell 'tis 
striking tells to 
stripe ten tocl{-tock 
stripes tender tod~y 
stroke than toes 
strong thanks together 
struck Thanksgiving togs 
stuck that told 
such that's tolling 
sudden the 
- tone 
sugar thee tones 
too umbrellas waves 
took under way 
toot understand ways 
tootle up \•Te 
tm..rel upon wear 
tovm upside wears 
toys us \'leather 
track use weeds 
traffic \.Ye '11 
traffic-cop "Vrent 
trailing were 
train valley we're 
tra-la-la very we've 
traveling violet \'Th.a.ck 
tree virgin \ihat 
trees voice '\'that 1 s 
tries voices \•Theat 
trim wheel 
trims "Vrheels 
trolley \·then · 
trot waddle whenever 
trotting vTaddles \'lhere 
trousers \'lagging Hhere'd 
trucks \'laggle \'lhich 
trudges waggles while 
true vrai t vthine 
trumpet vrai ted \'I hip 
trunk vTai ting whisper 
try v-ra i ts whispering 
trying wake \'Thispers 
tuclced l·laken \'lhistle 
tumbles wakes white 
tum-tum waking \'lhi ter 
tune walk \'lhO 
tunes walking \lhole 
turning 'Viall vrhy 
t"\'tang-a wander widdy-wicky 
1 tvTaS w·ant l'iide 
t\vee 1-1ants \till 
t"'';eedle \·rare vlilliam 
titeet vtarm vrind 
tv1elve '\'laS \·Tin dow 
twirly-v;irly i'ratch vrindoi·r-pane 
two \·ratches windows 
watching winds 
water \'ling 
water-proof wings 
waters winter 
=-==-=:=--,- -- ==========--======= 
\'Tinter's 
\'liSh 
wishes 
'\·rishing 
witches 
\'Ti t:O. 
vrith out 
vlonder 
\'1011 It 
\'lOOd 
woods 
'Tt100l 
\vord 
\•rords 
\·rore 
'\-rork 
'\'rorks 
world 
worthy 
would 
\tould.n 't 
'\iri tes 
wrong 
Yankee Doodle 
yawn 
ya\'ms 
ye 
yellow 
yes 
yon 
yoo-hoo 
you 
you'll 
your 
you're 
zoo 
'9"> . "'-
e a 
abl e 
aboard 
abode 
about 
a-chunk 
across 
act 
action 
adapted 
address 
Adelaide 
afar 
afraid 
after 
afternoon 
again 
age 
aglOI'l 
ah 
ahead 
air · 
all 
allegro 
alleluia 
alone 
along 
a-lunk 
always 
am 
a mong 
an 
and 
announcer 
another 
ans'.·Tered 
answers 
ant 
any 
anyone 
appears 
apples 
approaching 
OUR SONGS 
VOCABULARY 
April 
a-rap-tap-tap 
are 
a-riding 
a-ring-e.-ling 
arise 
arm 
arms 
around 
array 
arrov;s 
as 
a-shopping 
aside 
aslc 
asleep 
a-svTaying 
at 
audience 
auditorium 
author 
autumn 
a\vake 
avraking 
a-vralking 
avray 
babies 
baby 
back 
bag 
baker 
baking 
balloon 
band 
bands 
bang 
banjo 
bare 
bark 
barked 
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barley 
bat 
be 
beach 
bee.dy 
beans 
bear 
bearing 
bears 
beast 
beat 
beautiful 
beavers 
because 
bed 
bedtime 
bee 
beef 
been 
bees 
before 
beg 
began 
begin 
begins 
begun 
behind 
belfry 
believe 
bells 
belong 
belongs 
below 
bending 
berries 
berry 
beside 
best 
between 
bid 
big 
bigger 
Billy 
bird brings carefully 
birdies Bristol cares 
birds broom carols 
bi t broomstick carpenter 
bite brothers carries 
blaclt brought car'N'y 
Blaclrie brown Casper 
blame brownie Casper's 
bless bubble casso\'ray 
blessing bug castle 
blink bugle cat 
bliss bum catch 
blossom bump catches 
blmv bunny catnip 
blO\'li l18 bunk s caught 
blO\'lS burn ca'" 
blue burst c. c. Birchard 
bluebird bus center 
Bly bushy certainly 
boat busy chair 
Bobby but chairs 
Bobby's buttercups Charlotte 
Bobtail butterflies charm 
body buttons chase 
bonnet buy chased 
book by cheap 
books bye chee-chee 
born by-lov-; cheep 
Boston cheerful 
both cheers 
bought cheese 
bovt cabin cherry 
bowing cake chickadee 
bows calender child 
box call children 
boy calling chimpanzees 
boys calm chinese 
brand came chipmunk 
brave can Chippevta 
bread candle choose 
-
breakfast candle glow chop 
breast candles choruses 
breeze candy Christ 
bridge cannot Christmas 
bright can't cinders 
brightly capers circle 
bring car circus 
bringing care clackety 
··· .s 
clap cradle dew 
clean crash did 
clear cravat died 
clever creatures didn't 
clickety-claclc creep difference 
climb creeping dig 
climbed cricl-cet dignity 
climbing cried ding-a-ling 
clock crimson ding-dong 
close crinolines dipper 
closed cross dipp ers 
clothes crossing disappears 
cloud-cap cross-legged dish 
clouds crow dizzy 
cloudy CrO\'lS do 
clover crumb doctor 
clmms cuclcoo does Co. · curb dog 
coal curl dogs 
coals curling doll 
c.oasting curtain done 
coat customers domey 
coats cut donkeys 
cobbler cuts don't 
cobbler's door 
cold doubt 
color dove 
colored Da Capo do~m Columbus daddy downs 
come daddy's dra'\v 
comes daff odils dream 
coming daily dreamed 
company dance dreamily 
co ole danced dreamland 
cookie dancey dress 
cookies dancing dressed 
copying dandy drip 
corn dangles drive 
corner dared drizzly~ 
cosy dark drones 
cottage darling drO'\'lSy 
could da'\v!l drum 
count day drums 
country days dry 
course dear dub 
cow December duet 
cozy deep dulcem 
cracks delighted d~relt 
~es-carn.-
each fast flier 
ears faster flight 
Easter fat flitting 
eat father float 
eats fathers floating 
echoes fea r floor 
edge feather flov-;er 
editors fed . flo·wers 
eight feel fluffy 
elephants feet fly 
elevated fe-fi-fo-fum flying 
elf Felix foam 
elfin fell fold 
elves fellm<T folk 
ends fellov1men folks 
enjoyed felt follow 
enter fences followed 
enters fe\·T fond 
enjoy fiddle food 
Esther fiddle-dee-dee fool 
even field for 
evening fields foreign 
ever fierce forest 
every fiery forever 
everybody fights forgotten 
everyone fill form 
everything fills froming 
everyw·here find fortune 
exactly finding forvrard 
expr ess fine four 
eyes finish fourteen 
finished Franz 
fire free 
fireman fre edom 
fa fireman's freedom's 
face firemen French 
faces fires friendly 
fact first friends 
fair fish frighten 
fairies fits frog 
fa-la-la five frolic 
fall flag from 
falling flamming front 
famous flapped fronts 
far fla sh frosting 
farmer flea frovms 
farmers fleece fruit 
farmer's flev; fullest 
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fun grim hearty 
funny grin s heaven 
furry grouchy heavenly 
fussy ground heavy 
fuzz y group hee-hai•l 
grOi•T heel 
gro'ltring heigh 
g rown hello 
gaily gro\om-up s help 
gallop guard helped 
galloping guarding helps 
game guess her 
gave guessed here 
gay . guilty hero 
geese gun he's 
George hey 
get hey-diddle-do 
gets hey-diddle-diddle 
g etting had h i 
giant half hi ckory 
g ifts Hallo"treen hid 
g ingerbread hammock h ide 
girl harrw.1er high 
g irls hand higher 
g ive hands hill 
g iven handy hills 
gladly hangi ng hilltop 
glides hangs him 
glories happen himself 
g lovr happened hippety 
glmvered happy his 
go hard hiss 
God hark hissing 
goes harm ho 
going harp hobb y- hors e 
gold has hold 
golden hasn't h oldi ng 
g one hat h ole 
g ood have holidays 
good-bye he.ving holly 
good-da y hay hollyhock s 
good-night he holy 
grass head home 
gr a y headed. homei·rard 
great hear honey 
green heard honeybees 
greet hea rt honeycomb 
greeting hearts honked 
---- -
-·---·--
honor it's lambkin 
hop I've land 
hope ivory lane 
hopped language 
hopping larger 
hops last 
horo Jackie late 
horse Jack-o- lantern later 
h orses James laugh 
hosts J erry lay 
hot Jimmie lazy 
hours jingle leader 
house join leaders 
hou ses jolly leading 
hovr joy leafiest 
hum joyful leap i ng 
hummi ng jump learn 
hums j umping-jack learning 
hundred June leather 
hungry just leave 
hunting leaves 
hurdy- gurdy left 
hurr y lengthen 
hurt kangaroos let 
hy-ya-ho keep let's 
keeps let ter 
kept liberty 
kicks lie 
I kind lies 
I'd kindness lif e 
idle kinds life's 
if king lift 
I'll kiss light 
I'm kitchen lightly 
in kite lightning 
Indians knew lights 
infant knocl{ l ike 
i n..l{ knocks likes 
inside knows lilies 
instead limpl y 
instrument line 
interviev-r liner 
intervie'\vS la lions 
into lack list 
iron lad listen 
is lady little 
isn't l ake lived 
it lamb livelong 
lively master model 
lives mate l•Ionday 
lo may money 
loaf maybe monkeys 
log 1>-'i:aytime moon 
lonesome me moon-cake 
long meadow more 
longer meals morning 
loo means mosquito 
look meant most 
looked measure mostly 
looks meat mother 
Lord meet Mother Goose 
lost melody mothers 
lot men mother's 
loud mend motion 
loudly Mendelssohn motorcar 
love merrier mount 
lovely merrily mountain 
loving merry mousie 
low message move 
10\vest met moving 
lullaby mi Iviozart 
lumberman mice much 
microphone musg 
might mushroom 
mighty music 
macaroni mild musical 
made .mile must 
Hagaw miles mutton 
£.-Ia gee milkman's my 
majesty mill 
make miller 
make-believe mince 
makes mind nails 
making miners name 
man minnow napping 
man's minuet nation~, s 
many minute nature's 
march minutes nay 
March mislaid near 
marching miss need 
Marie !Jliss needle 
marmosets missed neighing 
marry ¥lister neither 
!~ary I~-'listress Nelly 
l'1ary' s misty nest 
Mass. mix-up never 
nev-1 other p iece 
nevvs others p ieman 
New Year our pies 
next ourselves Pilgrim's 
nibbling out pines 
nice out-of-doors pink 
night over pip e 
nine owl place 
ninety-t\vO ovvn p l aces 
no plain 
nobody plainer 
nodding plainly 
noisy paces plant 
nor pages planted 
nose pair play 
not palms p layed 
note pan playing 
notes pansies pla ys 
noth i .g parade playtime 
November parading pleasant 
nO'I/T parents please 
noiv-e.-days park pleas ed 
number part plums 
nut pass poke 
passing policeman 
past polka 
patient ponies 
oats pay p ony 
occupations p eace poor 
ocean p eace-p ipe pops 
o 1 clocl{ peanuts postman 
o'er p ecks potatoes 
of peek pounding 
off peeks prancing 
of fer peep pray 
often peeped prayer 
oh pelf p resent 
old penny pretend 
on p eople pretty 
once p erched price 
e one perfect p ride ones p erformances prize 
one's perhaps proclaimi ng 
only piano prologue 
op en p ick promise 
op ens p icnic proper 
or p ictures protect 
orange p ie proud 
proudly 
P. S. 
public 
publishers 
puddle 
puffine; 
pull 
puppet 
purse 
puss 
put 
quake 
queen 
queer 
questions 
quickly 
quiet 
quietly 
quite 
rabbit 
.re..c l{ety 
r adio 
Ragtag 
rail 
railroad 
rain 
rainbow 
raincoats 
raindrop s 
:i'aised 
ran 
rap 
rapping 
rather 
ray 
re 
reach 
reaching 
read 
ready 
real 
really 
reap 
reason 
red 
redbreast 
re-fol-lol-de-li-
do 
re-fol-lol-de-lay 
regular 
relief 
remember 
rent 
repay 
repeat 
replyin5 
reporte r 
rest 
retuens 
rice 
rich 
rickety 
ride 
right 
ring 
ringing 
ripe 
rise 
rises 
rising 
ritard 
roe.d 
roam 
roast 
robin 
rockety 
rocks 
roll 
rolled 
rollin..g 
roots 
roses 
round 
row 
rub 
rub-a-dub-dub 
rubbers 
rumble 
Bos+~r ijn tVr8l\y 
Sctc1;.·' -' !<<"' ' · • • ' 
run 
running 
runs 
r u sh 
sad 
safe 
saf ely 
sa.fet y 
said 
sail 
sailboat 
sailed 
sailing 
sailor 
sailor's 
sails 
SaintPatrick's 
s ame 
sand 
s andman 
sandy 
sang 
sat 
Saturday 
saucy 
save 
Savior 
savr 
sawdust 
say 
saying 
S?-YS 
scamper 
scarce 
scatter 
Schubert 
scot tie 
screens 
school 
schoolmates 
schoolroom 
scurry 
sea 
seals 
{ l. 
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seam sh ovt'r snapped 
season shut sneers 
seasons shuts snow· 
seats shy snug 
s econd side so 
see sides soap 
seeds sight soft 
seem silent sof ter 
seems silver softly 
seen Si mon soldier 
see-savr simple sloe 
sell simple some 
sel l ing since someday 
send sing someone 
sent singing somet h i ng 
serenade single somet imes 
seven sings song 
s everal sinking songs 
se\'T sir soon 
sevring Si s sor r y 
Sei•TS sister sound 
s hadm·T sit SO\'[ 
s hadOVfS sits SOvvS 
shal{es sitting spaniel 
shall six Spanish 
s hame s kate spare 
shamrock s kating sparkl ing 
s hap ed s kies speeches 
sh e s ki n s sp ice 
s h eep s ky sp ill 
sh epherd s~eek sp inning 
shine sleep sp oke 
s hines sleepy sp oken 
shini ng sleigh sp oon 
shiny slice sp rawl 
sh i p slide spring 
shirk slip s pr ite 
s h oclced slo\v s qua t 
sh oe slovrer squats 
sh oema ker slowl y s qui r rels 
shoes slumber stage 
s h op s mall stamps 
sh opp i ng smil ed stand 
shore smoke stands 
s hould smoki ng star 
sh out snail star ligh t 
sh mi snalce starry 
shm,red snapdragon stars 
:103 
start surprised terrier 
started Si'mllow than 
starts sv.ram t hank 
stately .Swedish thanks 
stay s11eep Thanksgivins 
stayed sweeps that 
steadily sweet ·.that 'a 
steady s1.veetest the 
steals B\·Telling thee 
steam swim theft 
steers s11ing their 
sticks sv.ringing them 
still swings themselves 
stop swirling then 
stops swish there 
store there's 
storm these 
stormy t hey 
story tag they're 
stout yail thing 
straight tailless things 
strange tailor thin.]{ 
stream tails thinks 
streamline tail's this 
street take those 
strildng taking though 
string talk thought 
strinGS tall{ing thread 
strdll{e tale three 
strong tall thro' 
stuck tap through 
study tap-a-tap thrO\'J'S 
sturdy tapirs thrush 
such tapping thump 
suit tar thy 
summer Tara's ticks 
sun task tick-tock 
Sunday tassel tide 
suns taste tides 
sunlit tatoo ties 
sunny taught tigers 
sunset tea tight 
sunshine teacher till 
supply teachers timber 
suppose teddy-bear time 
sure tell ting-tong 
surely tender tip-toe 
surprise terrible tired 
'tis t une voices 
to Tuneful Tim 
today t unes 
toe tumnel 
toes turkey \·raddle 
together turn wag 
told t urns wagon 
tomatoes turtle wags 
Tommy Tvri ckenham wait 
tomorr ow t'·rilight v·rai ting 
tonight twining wake 
too t '\vinkles w·alk 
took t vtirli::.Y 1•ral ~ s 
top t 1vitter 1tral tz 
top s two wander 
toss wandering 
tovmrd Y.Tant 
tov.rn wants 
toy underneath vrarm 
track unfinished vrarning 
traffic unite was 
t ra-la-la unto VI ashburn 
tra-la-la-lay unwind ,,rashed 
trai ler up washes 
train upon 1.'!shington 
trai ns ups vratch 
travel upset vTatched 
tread up-side-dov-m watching 
treat uu-sta •,.e 
- 0 \•rater 
tree us vvaters 
trees use wave 
treetop useful '\'raves 
tremble vray 
triangle v'le 
tries V"lear 
t rig valentine v-rears 
trim valentines vrea t her 
trip valley wee 
trot vane vvell 
t r ouble vanishes '\'Te 111 
true verse vrent 
trumpet vers es what 
try v ery vvhatever 
trying villae;e v'lheat 
tub virgin Y.Theel 
tug visit 'l.·rheels 
tumbles voice ,,rhen 
j_05 
wh enever vwoly 
where vrord 
ivherever vTOrds 
which i·Wrk 
while worker 
whip workers 
vrhirling world 
whisk worm 
whistle worms 
i'Ihistled •.iorthington 
white would 
whizzing vrreathes 
vrho vrren 
whoa vtriggles 
vrhoever wrinkles 
vlho le "tTri te 
volhO 1 S writing 
vrhy ·N-ri tten 
vii de 
vlife 
vliggles 
wild Yankee Doodle 
vrilder yavming 
i'/ill ye 
wind years 
vdndovr yellow 
windov;s yes 
i'rinds yon 
vTing s yonder 
''link yoo-hoo 
winter you 
vtinter 1 s you'll 
wintry young 
wise your 
i>Ti sh yours 
\<fished yum 
vTi th 
within 
i'li thout 
wolf zebras 
·,.volfgang zero 
'''onder zing 
wonderful zip 
\'TOn 't zis 
\'TOOd zone 
i'l'Oodland zoo 
woodpecker zoom 
vtoolly 
a 
aboard 
about 
above 
a-calling 
accompany 
a-clack 
a-clacket 
across 
a-dancing 
adeste 
adore 
a-fishing 
afloat 
after 
again 
against 
a-galloping 
a-giving 
a go 
a-growing 
ah 
ahead 
a-hoeing 
air 
air-plane 
a-jumping 
alarmed 
Alexander 
Alfin 
Alice 
alike 
alive 
all 
allegiance 
along 
already 
also 
alv1ays 
am 
a-marching 
Amaryllis 
amber 
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SINGING ON OUR WAY 
VOCABULlLli.Y 
America 
an 
and 
angels 
animal 
animals 
Ann 
another 
answer 
Antonio 
ants 
anvils 
any 
anyth!ng 
a-planting 
a-ploughing 
appears 
apple 
apples 
a-raking 
a-rap-a-tap 
arch 
are 
aren't 
a-riding 
arms 
around 
arrive 
as 
a-sailing 
ask 
a-skipping 
asleep 
at 
ate 
a-tramping 
a-trot 
aunt 
author 
auto 
autumn 
a'!ftake 
aw-akes 
a-vmlk 
a'!ftaY 
awl 
baa 
babies 
baby 
back 
backv;ard 
bad 
bake 
baked 
baker 
baker's 
ball 
balloon 
balloons 
band 
bang 
banner 
barber 
bare 
barn 
barnyard 
bars 
basket 
bat 
bath 
batter 
battle 
be 
bean 
beast 
beautiful 
beauty 
became 
because 
bed 
beds 
bedspread 
bedtime 
-------
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beehive blows brotherhood 
bees blue brothers 
before bluebird brown 
began bluebirds brownie 
e begin bluff brownies beginning boat bucket 
begins boats buckle 
behind bobbing buds 
behold bog buff 
bell born bugs 
bells bombs build 
belm-J" bone bump 
beneath bong bumps 
bench bonnets bunch 
Benjamin bony bundle 
bent . boo bmmy 
berceuse Eo-Peep buns 
beside bore burn 
better bores burns 
between born burst 
bicycles both bursting 
big bothered bus 
bigger bottles bushes 
biggest bought bushy 
Bill bov-rl busy 
Billy bows but 
bim bOI'J"-WOW butter 
bing box butterflies 
bird boy butterfly 
birdie boys button 
birds branches buttons 
birthday brass buy 
birthdays brave buzz-a-wuzz 
bites bray buzzing 
black bread bye 
blackbirds breakfast 
blades breeze 
blaze brick 's 
bleep bridge calce 
blink brigh t calf 
blinking bring call 
blinky bringing calls 
block brings calm 
blocl{S broad came 
bloom broken camp 
bloop broom can 
blO'Yl broomsticks candle 
blm·ring brother candy 
OS 
canes circling couple 
cap city couples ' 
Cape Cod clackety course 
cap s clang cover 
C?~ptain clap covered 
a.ar claws CO\v 
care clear COvlS 
carol clever cow's 
ce.rols click cracks 
carried clicket cradle 
carrier clicket-clack cradled 
carry clickety cra"Ttrly 
cars climb creatures 
cart climbing creeping 
ca t cling creepy 
caterpillar clippety crib 
catch clock cries 
cats clop crooked 
cattle close cross 
caught clothes crow 
center cloud crOim 
chair clouds crust 
Charles clover cry 
chasing clo'm crying 
cheeks clovmishly cucurruru 
cheer cluck cuddle 
cheese coasting cupid 
chicchirich i coat cupp ed 
chickie coats cut 
chicks cobbler cuts 
child cottree cymbals 
children cold 
children's col ties 
child's come 
chimes comes daddy 
chimney coming daddy's 
chin company daffodils 
chins cones dainty 
choo coo d.airie 
choo-ka cook dance 
choose cooking danced 
chorus cooling dancing 
chosen corn dandy 
Christ could dapple 
Christmas count dared 
chubby counting dark 
church country darling 
circle country's darting 
1_0 
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daughter donkey eggs 
David don't eight 
da\'m door elbow 
da,m's doorbell elbows 
day doorbells elf 
daylight doth Elfin 
days dottle-dottle Elizabeth 
daytime dot-m else 
dead dra":t elves 
dear dream enchanted 
December dreaming enclosed 
decided dress ends 
deck dressed enough 
deep dresses etc. 
de'\'1drops dried Eugene 
diamond drifted eve 
diamonds drinks even 
diCl{y dripping evening 
did drive ever 
diddle driver every 
didn't drolly everything 
died drops ev 'ry 
diff'rent drown ev 1ry-oody 
dilly drum ev'rything 
dim drums ev'rywhere 
dime drumsticl{s extremely 
dimpled dry eye 
ding duck eyes 
ding-a-ling duckies 
ding-dong duclclings 
dinty ducks 
dip ducky fa 
dish duddle fair 
dishes dumpty fairy 
dissappears dust faithful 
distance Dutch fall 
dive falling 
diving falls 
do family 
does each fan 
doesn't early farm 
dog ears farmer 
doggy's Ea s ter farmer's 
dogs eat fascinating · 
dollars eats fast 
dolly echoes faster 
done eenc y fat 
dong eg_g father 
1 
fathers flute gander's 
father's fly garden 
fathers' flying gate 
fath'r fog gather 
fatter folks gave 
faucet foll- de-roll gay 
favorite follow gentlemen 
feather food gently 
feet foot get 
f ell for e;ets 
fellow forefinger getting 
fetch forehead gifts 
fiddle fore-.. er giggles 
fideles forget girl 
field form girls 
fi ggy fo:rvrard give 
fi gllt found glad 
fill four glancing 
filled fox glare 
fil l i ng . foxy glass 
find Frank glasses 
fine free gleaming 
finger freedom glide 
fingers freedom's gliding 
fire French glissando 
firefly Friday glittering 
fireman fri g_lJ.ten glorious 
first fro glory 
fish frog g lO,·I 
fishing froggie go 
fist frogs goats 
fit from gobble 
five front goblin 
flag frosting goblins 
flags frosty God 
flakes frozen goes 
flat fruited going 
fle·ece full gold 
flies fun goldfish 
flinging funny gone 
flirting fuzzy gong 
floating good 
folur Goodvrin 
flm'lers goose 
flo\>t 'r gallantly goslings 
flov1 'rs gallop ing gospel 
flow·s game gown 
fluff y games grab-bag 
~~------------------------------------------- -----
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grace hard hillside 
grain harm him 
e;rains has himself 
grand hasty hippety 
grandfather's hat hippity 
grandmother hated his 
grandmother's hats hit 
grandpa's have hive 
gray having ho 
great hay hobby-horse 
green haystack hoe 
greet he holds 
grev1 head holes 
grinding heads holiday 
ground heaped h olidays 
group hear hollo\v 
grm·T heard hollyhocks 
grovting hears holy 
gro-vTs heart home 
gruff heat honey 
gr unts heaven honk 
guard heavenly hoops 
guess heav'n hooray 
guide heavy hoot 
Guiseppe hedge hop 
guitar hee hopped 
gutters hee-ha\'1 hoppity 
heel horn 
heels horns 
held horse 
ha hello hose 
had help hot 
hail hen hour 
hailed Henrietta house 
half-laughing her house-top 
Hall here how 
hallelujah here's hovtling 
Halloween he's hue 
ha111mer hey hundred 
hammers hickety hundreds 
hammer's hidden hunting 
hand hide hurrah 
hands hiding hurry 
handy high hush 
I 
happened higher hymn 
happiest highest 
happimess hill 
~ happy hills 
I joys_ lane 
ice jump language 
ice-cream jumping lap 
I'd jumps large 
if just last 
Ilfin justice late 
I'll laugh 
I'm laughing 
in laughs 
index Kate laughter 
Indian keen lavender's 
Indians keep la-vm 
indivisible ker-f lop lay 
infant kick lays 
ink kicked lazy 
instruments locinds lead 
into king leading 
iron kings lean 
isn't kiss learn 
it kitchen learning 
its Kitty leather 
it's klinkey-klank leave 
I've knee leaves 
knives left 
knock leg 
knocked legs 
Jack Frost knocks lemon jaclt-o-lantern knoclry let 
Jean know let's 
Jenny kn0\'16 letter 
Jerry knuckles 1leven 
Jesus ku-ku-ri-ku liberty jiggity licks jim-i-nee lie jim-i-no life 
Jimmy la lift jing-a-ling lacked lifts jingle lacks light jog lady lightly 
John lady's lightning 
Johnnie laid lights 
Johnny lake like join lakes likes joined lamb lilies jolly lambs Lincoln's 
Jones land line joy landed lines joyful lands lippity 
--' 3 
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lips many mosquito 
listen marching mother 
little mare mothers 
lived f.!Iary mother's 
lives mat motor 
lock matter mountain 
log may mountains 
lollypops maybe mourning 
London me mouse 
long meadOii mousie 
looby-loo mean mouthful 
look meat mouths 
looked meet move 
looking men moves 
looks , mend m0"\'1 
loose meov1 mO\"ier 
Lord merrily mov1ing 
lost merry I-Ir • 
lot merry-go-round much 
lots message mule 
loud messengers music 
loudly mi must 
Louise middle my 
love midnight myself 
lovely might 
loves mi ghty 
loving mild 
lovr mile nail 
lO'~iTing milk nailed 
lullaby milkman's name 
lump million names 
Luther millions Nancy 
mind nation 
mine naughty 
:Hi net near 
rv.ra Ivlister nearby 
rna a mix nearly 
macaroni moderately neat 
made money necktie 
magic monkey neckties 
maids month needle 
majesties moo needles 
make moon needs 
makes moon-cradle neigh 
making moon-cradle;1 s Nell 
man more nest 
l-1andy morn never 
manger morning ne"t·T 
------ -------- -----
news opened perf ect 
New Year orchestra perhaps 
next orders perilous 
nice organ pet 
nick-nack Orient petticoats 
niddy others pets 
nigh ought piano 
night our pick 
nighttime ourselves picked 
nine out pickety 
no oven picl{les 
nobody over picnic 
nod overhead pie 
noddy Oi"''lS p iece 
Nogg pieces 
noggity Pierret 
noise pies 
noisy Pa pig 
nose paddy pigeon 
not paddle pigs 
note pain Pilgrim's 
notes painted pillO\'T 
nothing pair pink 
nothing's pairs pitter 
November palms place 
nmv pan p lain 
numbered pane planes 
nuts part plant 
parting planted 
partner plate 
partners play 
ocean pass played 
o'er passenger play-fellows 
of past playing 
off pat-a-cake playmates 
oh patch plays 
old pate playthings 
oldest Patricia please 
old-:fashioned patter pJ.edg_~ 
Olfin pattern plow 
olive pause pockets 
on paws politely 
once peace pollil..;og 
one pear Polly 
ones pears ponderously 
one's pedals pony 
only penny pool 
open people poorer 
Poppe jay rack roller 
posies rackety rolling 
postman racking rolly 
potatoe raclrets rom-tom-tom 
potatoes rain room 
pray rainborT rooms 
prayer raindrops rooster 
prayers raining ropes 
preach rainy Rose 
presents ramparts rose 
pretend rap roses 
pretending rat-tat-ta-tat round 
prettier rattles rounds 
pretty re ro,"T 
pride reached royal 
problems reaching rub 
proceeding ready rue 
proof recor-d rug 
protect red rumbles 
proudly reindeer run 
pudding remenbers running 
puddle reminder runs 
pump republic rustling 
pumpkin resting rye 
pumpkins rhythm 
puppy ric-a-tic 
pure rich 
pur:Ple rickety safe 
push ride safely 
pussycat riding said 
pussy 1.s right sail 
put rume sailed 
put-put' rimes sailing 
puts ring Saint Nick 
ringing sale 
ripples Sally 
rises same 
quack river sand 
quacky-·vrack rivers sandl'rich 
quaint rivets Sandrina 
queen robin sang 
queer Rocambole Santa 
questions rock-a-by Santa Claus 
quicldy rock-a-bye Santa's 
quiet rocking Saturday 
quilt roclcs saving 
quite roll say 
rolled saying 
:11.6 
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says shop slip 
scare shore slipped 
scary short slippery 
scat should slither 
scattered shoulder slow 
school shoulders slOI•rer 
scissor-man shouting slot.Yly 
scissormen shovel small 
sea show smites 
seas shuffling smooth 
seasons shilt snare 
sefond side sno1·I 
see sift snov,rflake 
seed sight snowflakes 
seeds silent snowing 
sees silently snovty 
self silver so 
selfsame sing soft 
send singing softly 
set single sold 
seventeen sister s le 
sev'n sisters soles 
sew sits some 
Sei'led sittine; someday 
Se\"lS six someone 
shadm1s sixpence sometimes 
shake skate son 
shall skates song 
shape skating songs 
sharp skid soon 
sharpens skies soul 
she skim Soule 
shears sl-cimming sound 
shed skims spacious 
she'd skip spaghetti 
sheep skipping spanks 
sheep's skip ty sparro\vS 
sheet sky spat 
she'll slam speak 
shepherds slap speck 
shine slapping speeding 
shining sleds sp end 
shivery sleeping spider 
shoe sleepy spin 
shoemaker sleigh spinners 
shoemalrer' s slick sp inning 
shoes slide splash 
shoot sliding splatter 
----
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spout 
sprang 
spreads 
spring 
springing 
sprinkled 
spy 
squash 
squeak 
squirrel 
squirt 
stall 
stallion 
stamp 
stamping 
stand 
standing 
stands 
star 
stars 
star-spangled 
start 
star ted 
stay 
step 
steps 
stew 
stick 
sticks 
stile 
still 
stings 
stitch 
stocking 
stood 
stop 
stops 
sto.:re 
storm 
stout 
St. Paul 
straig..'ll. t 
stra\'r 
stream 
streaming. 
street 
streetcar 
streets 
strike 
stripes 
stroke 
strong 
struck 
struts 
stuck 
stump 
stumps 
sty 
such 
sugar 
suit .. ~ 
summer 
summer's 
sun 
sung 
sunny 
sunshine 
supp er 
sure 
surprise 
surprised 
s-vreater 
S\'leep 
sweeper 
SvTeeping 
S\·Teet 
s1.1eeter 
sweetly 
svrim 
S\·ling 
s;,tinging 
sv-rings 
Si"liSh 
talll: 
tall 
tambourine 
tap 
t apped 
ta_:ppy 
taps 
taste 
ta-ta-ta 
taxix 
teach 
tear 
tears 
Teddy 
telephone 
tell 
ten 
tended 
tender 
tenderly 
thank 
than...l{s 
Thanksgiving 
t hat 
that's 
the 
t hee 
t heir 
them 
t hemselves 
then 
there 
there'll 
there's 
these 
they 
they'd 
they'll 
tack t hey're 
tacker they've 
tacks t hick 
tag thin 
tail thin e 
tail-light things 
tails think 
take third 
tall:es t his 
taking though 
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thousands 
thread 
three 
thrill 
throat 
through 
throughout 
thr0'\1 
t humb 
thumbs 
thumps 
thunder 
ti 
tick 
ticker 
tie 
tied 
tight 
'til 
till 
time 
times 
ting 
ting-a-ling 
tiny 
tippity 
tippy-toe 
tired 
tir-ra-lir-ra 
'tis 
tit-tat-tee 
to 
tock 
today 
toe 
toes 
together 
told 
toll 
tomatoes 
tone 
tones 
tonight 
too 
took 
too-too 
top 
tops 
., 
touching 
tov;ard 
tov-m 
tow'r 
toys 
track 
train 
trains 
tra-la-la 
tramping 
trap 
travel 
tree 
treetop s 
triangle 
triangles 
tricks 
tries 
trip 
trip-trap 
trip-trapp i ng 
trip s 
triumphant 
troll 
ti'finkly 
ti•TO 
t '\vOS 
Ulfin 
umbrella 
under 
underneath 
understand 
unfold 
unharmed 
United States 
until 
up 
upon 
up'\vard 
us 
use 
used 
trollily Valentine 
trombone ~alentine's 
trom.1) i ty-tomty-tomvelvet 
Tronjes velvet-mat 
trot 
trou.ble 
trousers 
truck 
true 
trumpet 
trundling 
truly 
truth 
try 
trying 
tummy 
tune 
turkey 
turn 
turning 
t\'lenty 
t'\'Tilight 's 
t wi nkle 
twinkles 
very 
village 
vine 
virgin 
visit 
\'lading 
v~agged 
i<Tagging 
wait 
waited 
waiting . 
v-1ake 
wake-up 
wal l{ 
wall{ing 
\t-rallcs 
'\vant 
ll8 · 
wants \vhisper world 
'"arm whistle worlds 
was white 1·rorship 
wash '\'lhi ter \'lOUld 
\'."a shed who '\'l'OUldn 1 t 
"Vtashing 1-rhole '\'Trap 
Washington vthom wrinkles 
V[&Sh.ington IS i'lhoppi ng wrong 
wasn't -v.;hose wrote 
vtatch widdy-\rurky wuzzy 
"VTatched wide 
watching i'Tife 
water wiggle 
wave wiggled xylophone 
"Vraves vriggly 
waving will 
way \'lillie 
,,.,ay \'Iindow Yankee Doodle 
we \.YindOY.lS yard 
wearing winds ye 
weather wind's yellow 
"Vree \vindy yon 
v1eed '\'Tinging you 
weelcs wing s you'll 
\'teency \"linking young 
weep winkly your 
\-Teeping i.Yinky you're 
welcome winter 
vrell wintertime 
vie '11 wintry 
went wiper zing 
were wise zip 
we're \vi shes 
westi'rard \'li tches 
we've \'lith 
whack i'Ti thou:t 
vvhat wog 
·Hheat woke 
"Vrhee wonder 
wheel wonderful ·. 
,..,-heels \'1'011 't 
v1hen "VTOOd 
'\'There woof 
vthich words 
\'lhile '"orlt 
whip i'TOrked 
vthirl working 
i·ihirling works 
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a 
able 
about 
above 
across 
afraid 
after 
a gain 
ago 
ahead 
air 
airplane 
airport 
all 
a l most 
alone • 
along 
also 
always 
am 
an 
and 
animals 
another 
a nS\'fered 
any 
apartment 
apples 
apron 
are 
arms 
around 
as 
aslted 
at 
ate 
aunt 
away 
.. baby 
backs 
BETTS BASIC READERS 
VOCABUlARY 
bag 
baked 
ball 
balloons 
bananas 
band 
bark 
barn 
base 
baskets 
bat 
be 
beans 
bear 
beautiful 
because 
bed 
been 
before 
began 
behind 
believe 
bells 
best 
better 
Betty 
big 
Bill 
birds 
birthday 
black 
blew 
block 
blows 
blue 
board 
boat 
body 
book 
both 
box 
boys 
brave 
bread 
bridge 
bright 
bring 
broken 
brook 
brother 
brought 
brown 
brush 
building 
bunch 
bus 
busy 
but 
buy 
by 
cages 
cake 
called 
came 
can 
candy 
can't 
cap .. 
care 
careful 
carry 
cars 
castle 
cat 
catch 
caught 
chairs 
change 
chase 
child 
children's 
Bozo 
__ ~himney 
-------------------
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Christmas down find 
circus dresses fine 
city drink finished 
clear drive fire 
clever duck fireman 
climb first 
clock fishing 
close f'ive 
clothes each fix 
clowns early f'lash 
coat east flew 
cold eat floors 
colors adge flour 
come eggs flower 
coming elevator f'ly 
cooked elves f'ollow 
cookies empty f'ood 
corn enough foot 
corner evening f'or 
could ever found 
count every four 
country exclaimed fourth 
cover eyes Frank 
co~ Freddie 
cream f'riends 
crow from 
crowds face front 
curtains fair f'rost 
cut f'airy fruit 
fail f'un 
family funny 
far 
danced farm 
dark f'arther 
day fast game 
dear f'at garden 
decided . father gave 
deep feathers George 
Dick feed get 
did feeling girls 
• 
dig feet gives 
dir.ection fell glad 
do felt glass 
dues fence glove 
dog fw go 
doll . fiel-d goats 
dollars fifty gold 
dour f'ill gone 
= 
1..2·/~ . 
-----
e;ood home kitten 
e;ood-by hop knew 
goose hope know 
got horse 
grandfather hot 
gras s::: hour 
gray house land 
great how large 
gree~ hungry last 
grew hunt late 
ground hurry laughed 
grow hurt lay 
guess . learned 
leather 
leaves 
I \•' left had ice legs 
half idea let 
Halloween if letter 
hammer I'll library 
hands imagine lifted 
happen i mportant light 
happy in like 
harbor interesting lions 
hard into listened 
has is little 
hat it live 
have I've long 
hay look 
he loolced 
head lost 
hear Jack lot· 
heard Joe loud 
heavy John loved 
hello joke lunch 
help jolly 
hens July 
her jump 
here just machine 
hide made 
high magic 
hill. make 
him keeps man 
himself key many 
his Kim march 
hit kind marionette 
hold king marks 
hole 
-----
kitchen Mary 
master oak p~ts 
may o 1clock plates 
mayor of play 
me off please 
men office plum 
met often point 
might oh Polaski 
miles old police 
milk on Polly 
minute once pond 
miss one poor 
money only porch 
monkey open Pottlebys 
moon or presents 
more order pretty 
morning other printed 
mother our prize 
mountains out proud 
mounted over 
. pulled 
moving own pumpkin 
:Mr . puppy 
Mrs. push 
much put 
must paint 
my pair 
myself paper 
parade questions 
park-
part 
name party 
near passed rabbit 
needed Pat radio 
neighbors patch railroad 
never paws rain 
new pay ran 
next penny reach 
night people read 
nine perhaps ready 
no pet real 
noise Peter red 
noon pick reindeer 
north : picture remember 
nose pie rest 
not piece return 
nothing pigeons riches 
now pigs ride 
number pine right 
nuts place rin~ 
21 
river sisters table 
road sit tail 
robin six take 
rocks sky talk 
rode sled tall 
rolled sleep teach 
roof small team 
room smell Ted 
round smile telephone 
run smith tell 
rushed snow tests 
so than 
soft thank 
some that 
sad something the 
safe Sonny their· 
said soon them 
sail sorry then 
same sound there 
Santa Claus south they 
sat spats things 
Saturday spread think 
saw spring third 
say stairs this 
school stand those 
seat start thought 
second station three 
secret stay through . 
see steps thumped 
seeds still tied 
seemed stood Tike 
seen stop time 
send store tiny 
sent storm tired 
seven story to 
sew strange together 
shall street told 
she strings tomorrow 
shoemaker strong too 
shoes suddenly took 
shop suit tops 
short summer to1'1ard 
should sun town 
shouted supper toy 
show sure tracks 
side surprise train 
sign swing travel 
sing trees 
:125 
tricks wheel 
tried when 
trips where 
trouble which 
truck ·while 
true whistle 
try lihistling 
turned white 
twins who 
two why 
l'life 
will 
l-rin 
uncle wind 
under window 
until winter 
up wishing 
us with 
use woke 
wolf 
woman 
wonder 
very wonderful 
voice woodchuck 
woods 
work 
world 
wagon '\'10Uld 
wait writes 
walk. 
want 
wrong 
warm 
was 
washed yard 
watch year 
water yellow 
way yes 
we you 
wear young 
l'teek your 
welcome 
will 
Wendy 
went 
were 
west 
wet 
\'That 
a 
Abel 
about 
across 
afraid 
after 
again 
ahead 
air 
airplane 
airport 
all 
almost 
alone 
along 
always 
a,m 
an 
and 
Andy 
animal 
Ann 
another 
a ny 
apartment 
apple 
are 
around 
a s 
a sked 
at 
a t e 
Aunt 
away 
B bs 
baby 
back 
bag . 
bakers 
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ball 
bang 
barber 
bark 
barn 
basement 
basket 
bathing 
be 
beans 
beans talk 
bear 
beautiful 
beaver 
because 
bed 
bee 
been 
before 
began 
behind 
bell 
Ben 
beside 
best 
Betsy 
be:tter 
Be tty 
bicycle 
big 
bigger 
biggest 
Billy 
bird 
birthday 
black 
blew 
blocks 
blow 
blue 
boat 
Bob 
---
book 
both 
bottle 
bought 
bounces 
bowl 
bow-wow 
box 
boys 
brave 
bread 
break 
breakfast 
bright 
br i ng 
broke 
brook 
brought 
brown 
bug 
build 
bump 
bunny 
burn 
bus 
busby 
busy 
but 
butt e r 
buy 
buzzed 
by 
cabbage 
caboose 
cage 
cake 
call 
called 
came 
camels cowboy eggs 
can crawl elephant 
canary crow eight 
candle crumbs elevator 
candy crying else 
can't cubs empty 
care cup end 
carpenter cupboard engine 
cars cut enough 
Casey even 
castle ever 
cat every 
catch dark express 
caught David eyes 
caw day 
cellar deer 
chair Dick 
chattered did face 
cherry didn't fall 
chick different family 
children dig far 
chimney dinner farm 
chipmunk dishes farmer 
choo do fast 
Christmas does f a ster 
ci rcus dog fat 
city dollar father 
clang done feather 
cleaning donkey fell 
click don't fellow 
climb door fence 
clinkety-clank down field 
clothes dress find 
clown drink fine 
coat drivers finished 
cock-
-
oodle-doo drop fire 
cold dry first 
color duck fish 
come five 
conductor flash 
co-pilot flashlight 
corn each flat 
corner early flew 
could earn Flip 
counted ears floor 
country eat flour 
cow Ebenezer flowers 
flying grandmother honk 
folliowed grass hoppity-hop 
food gr ay horned 
foot great horses 
f or green hot 
found grew house 
four ground how 
fourth grow hungry 
fox ; guess hurry 
Fred 
f ri endly 
friends 
frisky had I 
frogs had:r ice cream 
from hall i f 
front hammer I'll 
fruit hand I'm 
fun happen in 
funniest happy into 
funny hard is 
furna ce harp it 
Fuzzy has i t's 
hat 
have 
hay 
garden he Jack 
gasoline head janitor 
ga te hear J ean 
gave Baard Jerry 
get heavy Jim 
giant held jingle 
Ginger help job 
girls helped Joe 
give hen join 
glad her J ones 
go here jumped 
goat hide jus t 
gobble high 
going hill 
gold him 
goldfish himself keep 
gone his keeper 
good hold kettle 
good-bye hol e kinds 
goose Hollyb,err y king 
go t home kitchen 
grandfather honey kit t en 
knew mai l 
knife make 
knock man 
know many 
marbles 
market 
Mary 
ladder matter 
lady may 
lamb me 
landing men 
large merry 
last met 
laughed mew 
lay midget 
l azy might 
.leak Mike 
leaned milk 
leaves mill 
legt Miss 
legs mitten 
let 's money 
lett er monkey 
let t uce moo 
light more 
like morning 
lion most 
l i sten Mother 
li t tle mountain 
live mouse 
load mouth 
logs move 
long Mr . 
longer Mrs. 
look much 
looked Mulligan 
lost music 
loud must 
low my 
lumber myself 
lunch 
nails 
Mac's name 
machines Nan 
made near 
nearer 
Ned 
needs 
neighbors 
nest 
never 
new 
next 
night 
no 
noise 
nose 
not 
nothing 
now 
o'clock 
of 
off 
oh 
oil 
old 
on 
once 
one 
only 
open 
opened 
or 
oranges 
organ 
oriole 
Oscar 
other 
our 
out 
over 
owl 
own 
paint 
pan 
pancake 
-11. ~0 
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paper pumpkin round 
parade puppy run 
park purple 
party push 
paste put 
Pat sad 
Patsy said 
paw sail 
pay quack same 
peanuts queer sand 
pears quick sang 
peas quickly sat 
peep quiet Saturday 
people saw 
perched say 
Peter scarecrow 
pets rabbit scat 
pick raccoon school 
picnic . race scooter 
pictures radio sea 
pie railroads secret 
piece rain see 
pig rad:n•maker seeds 
pile ran seen 
pilot ranch sell 
pipe rang seven 
place rattle shall 
plane reached she 
plant ready shed 
platform real sheep 
play reason shiny 
please red shoemaker 
pockets repair shoes 
pole rhymes shop 
policeman ribbon shore 
pond ride short 
ponies right should 
pony river shoulder 
pool road shout ed 
pop roar shovel 
postman robin show 
potato rode aide 
pretty rolled sign 
prize roof silk 
puddle room silly 
puffing rooster silver 
pulling rope sing 
sit subvTay tink-tinkle 
six such tip 
sl-ry suits tired 
sled summer to 
sleep sun toad 
small sunflower today 
smoke supper Toddle 
Snapp suppose together 
Snipp surprise told 
snow Susan Tom 
snm'11llan sweet tomorroy.r 
Snurr swim Tony 
so too 
soft took 
some top 
somethine; Tabby town 
song table toy 
Sonny tail tra ck 
soon take tr~cter 
sound talking train 
soup tall tra-la-la 
spend tap traveler 
splash tape treasure 
spots taxis tree 
spring Teddy tricks 
sprinkler tell tried 
squash tent trip 
squirrel than trot 
stairs thank truck 
stand that try 
start that's tub 
stations the turkey 
stay their turn 
steam them turtle 
steps then twins 
stick there two 
still these 
stirred they 
atones thing 
stood think Uncle 
stop this under 
store thought until 
stories three up 
storm threw us 
story through use 
stove thump 
straight tie 
street time 
vacuum cleaner 
very 
voice 
wagon 
'\vai t 
walk 
walked 
\"I all 
want 
wanted 
\"tarm 
was 
wash 
watch 
water 
wave 
"tta.Y 
we 
wee 
well 
went 
'\l'tere 
'\•ret 
what 
wheat 
"Vthee 
wheels 
'\·then 
'\'there 
while 
"tThistle 
white 
who 
why 
wife 
w 11 
win 
wind 
windov·r 
'\'ring 
'tv inter 
wished 
with 
"VlOlf 
'\'TOman 
wonderful 
woods 
work 
worked 
,.,orld 
would 
yard 
yellow 
yes 
you 
your 
Zeke 
zoom 
!32 
a 
about 
above 
across _ 
afraid 
after 
afternoon 
again 
ago 
all 
almost 
alone 
along 
all'l'ays 
am 
an 
and 
angry 
animal 
Ann 
another 
ansv1ered 
any 
apple 
apron 
are 
arm 
around 
as 
aSl{: 
asked 
at 
ate 
aunt 
av1ay 
babies 
baby 
back 
bad 
bag 
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bake both 
baking bought 
ball bow-wow 
balloon box 
bang boxes 
bank boy 
bark branch 
barn branches 
basket bread 
be breakfast 
bear brick 
beautiful briqge 
became bright 
because bring 
bed brother 
bee brought 
been brown 
before bugs 
began building 
behind bump 
believe bumped 
bell bumpity 
beside bunny 
best burn 
better busy 
Betty but 
big butter 
bigger buy 
biggest buzz 
Bill by 
Billy 
bird 
birthday 
bite cabbage 
black cake 
blew calf 
blov.; called 
blue came 
board can 
boat candy 
Bobby can't 
boil cap 
book car 
care cut eating 
ce.rried egg 
carry elephant 
cart Ellen 
cat dance else 
catch dancing end 
caught - dark engine 
caw David enough 
chair day errand 
change dear even 
chatter deep ever 
chicken detour every 
children DiCl{ everybody 
chimney Dick's everyv;here 
chiP~y-chin-chin did excited 
Christmas didn't eye 
churn dig 
circus dime 
city ding-dong 
clean dinner face 
climb do fairy 
clock does fall 
clothes doesn't family 
clovm dog far 
cluck doll farm 
.coat done farmer 
cock-a-doodle-doc don't fast 
cold door faster 
colder do-vm fat 
color dress father 
come drink feather 
corning drive feed 
cookie drop feet 
cool dropped fell 
corn drum fence 
corner duck few 
could dust fiddle 
couldn't field 
count fill 
country find 
cover each fine 
CO,·l ear fire 
crack early first 
cream . earn fish 
cried earth five 
cries Easter fix 
crov1 easy flew 
cry eat floor 
-------- -~---
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flour grandmother hiding 
flO\'I'er grass high 
fly gray hill 
follow great him 
food green himself 
fool gre..,.r hippety-hop 
foot grocery his 
for groceries hive 
forest ground-hog hoe 
forget. ·. grow hold 
forgot gruff hole 
forth gru~t home 
found guess honey 
four honlc 
fox hop 
friend hope 
friendly ha hopped 
from had horns 
front hadn't hor-se 
full hair hot 
fun Halloween hotter 
funny hammer g ouse 
hand how 
handkerchief huff 
happ en hung 
galloping happy hungry 
game hard hurried 
garden harder hurry 
gate ha-rdly hurt 
· gave has 
gay hat 
geese have 
get haven't I 
getting having ice 
girl he if 
g~ve head I'll 
glad hear I'm 
go hear d in 
goat hee.vy inside 
gobble hello into 
go.es hel p is 
going help ed isn't 
gone helper it 
good hen it's 
good-by her I've 
goose here 
got herself 
grandfather hide 
__ .>.. 
Jack lion morning 
Jane listen most 
Jane's little mother 
jay live mouse 
Jill living mouth 
Jim long move 
Joe longer moving 
John longest rvrr. 
.Johnny look I>tr>s • 
joke looked much 
jolly looking must jump lost my 
jumped lot myself 
just loud 
louder 
loudest 
lunch name 
keep Namcy 
kept near 
kind neck 
kitchen machine need 
kitten made neiGhbor 
kitty magic nest 
kne'\-1 make never 
knoclr ma king new 
knO\i ma-ma next 
man nice 
many nickel 
maple night 
large matter no 
l ast may noise 
late maybe noon 
laugh me nose 
laughed mean riot 
lay meet nothing 
lazy men now 
leaf merry- go-round nut 
learn met 
leave mevl 
left middle 
leg might oak 
let milk o'clock 
let's minute of 
letter miss off 
lift Holly often 
light money oh 
like mo.o old 
line more on 
--- - --~ -
once pleasant rest 
one please ride 
only planty riding 
open pocket right 
or point river 
other poky road 
our policeman roar 
out pond robin 
outdoors pony roll 
outside pooh roller 
oven poor roof 
over porridge room 
own pot rooster 
potato rope 
potatoes rose 
present round 
paid pretty rub 
paint proud run 
painted puff running 
pan pull 
paper pumpkin 
parade puppy 
park push sad 
part pushed said 
party put Sally 
past Sally's 
path Sam 
Patty same 
pay quacls:: sand 
peep queer Sandy 
pen quicl~ sang 
pennies quickly sat 
Penny quiet Saturday 
people quit save 
perhaps sa,.; 
pet say 
Peter scare 
pick rabbit school 
picture rain scream 
pie rake scrub 
pig ran second 
pile reach see 
pin read seed 
pink ready seem 
place real seen 
plant really sell 
play red sball 
playing remember she 
sheep squawk taste 
shoe squeak telephone 
shoal{ squeal tell 
short squirrel ten 
shorter stairs terrible 
shortest stamp than 
should stand t han.Ic 
shout star that 
shovel st~t · htat 's 
show station the 
shut stay their 
side step them 
sign stick then 
silly still there 
since sting j:.hese 
sing stood they 
sister stop thing 
sit s·topped think 
six store third 
skate storekeeper this 
skip story those 
sled straight thought 
sleep strange three 
sleepy stra-vr thresh 
slide street through 
sliding string tie 
slow stron..g Tim 
slower such time 
slo,dy sudden ting-a-ling 
sly suddenly tiny 
small summer tired 
s maller sun to 
smart supper today 
smell sure together 
smile surely told 
smiling 
.surprise Tom 
sniff Susan Tommy 
snow· S\'lish tomorrov1 
so tonight 
soft too 
some took 
something table top 
soon tail touch 
sorry take to\·;ard 
sound taking town 
splash tallc toy 
spot tall train 
spring tap trap 
1.3 
·' 
tree v1asn 1 t would 
trick watch wouldn't 
tried water wren 
trip wave write 
:troll way 
trot we 
t r uck weather 
try '\'tee yard 
turn vleed. year 
turtle week 
_yellow 
t iveet 1·1ell yes 
t\'lO '\'Tent yesterday 
vrere yet 
wet you 
what you'll 
ugly what ' s young 
umbrella whea t your 
uncle when yourself 
under '\'There 
until which 
up vThile 
upside whisper Zeke 
us white 
use who 
whole 
why 
wide 
valentine wife 
very wiggle 
village \'lild 
vine "\'till 
visit wind 
voic e window 
1'1"ing 
i'Tinter 
wise 
waddle wish 
\'lag , with 
wagged wolf 
wagon woman 
wait i•Tonder 
wake wonderful 
vralked won't 
want \'fOOd 
\'/anted 1-modpecker 
warm '\'TOrd 
w-as 1vork 
1-rash i'lOrked 
